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Abstract 
Declining birth rate in Japan has been acknowledged as a demographic crisis since the 1970s.               
Higher education and better jobs has given women freedom and alternatives to starting a family,               
and some say the value of marriage and children has decreased overall. This study explored               
attitudes towards childlessness on Japanese Internet forums in order to understand why Japan, a              
country with continually persistent and conservative gender roles, can experience such a drastic             
population decline. Especially since this phenomenon seems paradoxical in relation to women’s            
traditional roles in society. This paper has explored how people spoke about childlessness and              
two major discourses emerged. The attitudes were categorized into a modern versus a traditional              
discourse on childlessness. Money, conservative gender roles and relationships were identified as            
important reasons affecting the decision to have children or not. However, only money seemed              
as a rationale behind childlessness accepted in both discourses. 
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Introduction 
 
Expressions such as “Parasites”, “selfish”, “unpatriotic”, “burdens on the state” and           
“unproductive” are just a few examples of those used by Japanese politicians and conservatives              
to taunt childless individuals in Japan (Asai, 1990; Sakai, 2004; The Guardian, 2018b; The Japan               
Times, 2016). The choice of not having children is not only considered as socially deviant               
behavior for a woman, but also robbing the Japanese state of future taxpayers. While some               
Japanese politicians have called women “birth-giving machines” (The Guardian, 2007a) and           
others have suggested handing out defective condoms to young couples a solution to the              
declining total fertility rate (henceforth TFR), the government under Shinzo Abe has in fact              
through various policy changes tried to battle the sinking birth rate for over 20 years. Shocked by                 
its glaringly low fertility rate, Japan has introduced various economic and social reforms in order               
to make childbearing as well as child rearing attractive, especially for women (Osawa, 2005).              
Even so, previous studies interviewing Japanese women, as well as population polls conducted             
by the Japanese government, have found that an increasing number of women report negative              
attitudes towards marriage and child rearing, and shuns this promotion of childbearing as a              
national imperative and choose to remain childless (Hashimoto & Traphagan, 2008; Kato, 2018;             
Kelly, 2009). Some scholars also suggest that there has been a general change in the value of                 
marriage and the family, and that if these matters no longer form the major purpose of people’s                 
lives, individuals with a positive attitude towards childlessness can be expected to become more              
common (Mirza, 2016). Furthermore, if the choice of not having children is becoming more              
socially accepted, this could perhaps influence women who are ambivalent to childbirth, making             
it easier for them to reject motherhood altogether. Perhaps is the increased incidence of childless               
individuals and couples also starting to generate a new form of social acceptance, which helps to                
balance the negative stigmas argued to be associated with childlessness. Nevertheless, Japan is             
still a society characterized by a great gender divide, known for its reluctance to accredit women                
any roles other than that of wife and mother (Choe, et al., 2014; Nemoto, 2008). In other words,                  
despite the low fertility in an international context where Japan has long ranked bottom low               
among other OECD countries, Japan is still a very conservative society when it comes to the role                 
of women (Choe, et al., 2014; Yang & Rosenblatt, 2008). This paper, however, simply uses the                
term gender roles in order to illustrate the extreme dichotomy that previous research argues              
permeates the Japanese society, where the gender system that Hirdman (1988) describes still             
persists. Since the main role of women in Japan is still that of a wife and a mother, one would                    
expect a higher TFR in line with theories of for example low gender equality and persistent                
gender roles (Esping-Andersen, 2016). How is this divergence between ideology and practice            
pronounced in Japan? 
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Aim and research questions 
The purpose of this study is to look at Japanese people’s attitudes to childlessness, the intention                
is to explore how the paradoxical relationship between the steadily declining birth rate and              
conservative gender roles is voiced on Japanese online discussion forums. Overall, gender            
equality reforms have not showed much progress in Japan, nor has the conservative             
understanding of women’s roles changed much since women are first and foremost believed to              
be wives and mothers (Eto, 2005; North, 2009, Ohinata, 1992). This type of strong pro-natalist               
discourse and traditional gender roles would normally correlate with a high total birth rate              
(Peterson, 2014). But on the contrary, the birth rate in Japan has reached a critical level since                 
fewer women commit to the traditional life-course through marriage and childbirth (Kaneko et             
al., 2008). By looking at the opinions among a sample of Japanese internet users, this study aims                 
to give a nuanced picture of current existing attitudes, as well as to identify arguments in the                 
social discourse that are believed to play a crucial role in influencing people’s attitudes or choice                
of childlessness. The main idea is to explore how the online users talk about childlessness and                
the choice of not having children, what attitudes that are found in these comments and if they can                  
provide any explanation to the divergence mentioned above between the TFR and women’s roles              
in Japan. This will further help to identify which reasons that are highlighted, and if these are in                  
line with, or contradict reasons found in previous research. Looking at attitudes will also aid the                
understanding of how the identity of childless individuals is constructed in Japan, and through              
what arguments double-standards concerning women, work and parenthood are shaped. In other            
words how the conservative gender role of the wife and mother versus that of the modern loyal                 
worker and free woman are negotiated in the discourse on childlessness. This would not only               
help improve the knowledge of attitudes to not having children, but also help predict why more                
Japanese people choose not to marry and have children. Furthermore, by critically examining the              
online discourse on childlessness with an analytical point of departure in feminist theory, this              
study hopes to identify arguments and attitudes that can explain why all Japanese state programs               
and efforts to improve the TFR have up til now been fruitless. The following research questions                
will be explored;  
 

1. What rationales are presented in the discussions concerning the choice of having children             
or choosing childlessness on the Japanese Internet forums (1) Yahoo! Chiebukuro and (2)             
Hatsugen Komachi? 

2. How is the relationship between the declining birthrate and women’s traditional roles as             
mothers in Japan pronounced and negotiated by Japanese members on the Internet            
forums?  

3. How does the discourse on childlessness in Japan on Yahoo! Chiebukuro and Hatsugen             
Komachi challenge or reinforce the traditional view on gender roles in Japan?  
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Background 
Naturally, Japan is not the only country struggling with problems related to an aging population,               
the overall declining TFR in combination with an aging population is a common feature among               
modern, industrialized countries (Agrillo & Nelini, 2008; Esping-Andersen, 2016). However,          
Japan has the lowest ranking on the total percentage of children within the population, a fact                
which has not changed much over the past thirty years. This negative trend, which can be                
summarised as a steady decline in the number of children born to a woman, is raising more and                  
more social concern all over the world and has been explained by for example postmodern               
values and women’s lack of interest in marriage due to increased status and economic              
independence (Kato, 2018; Nemoto, 2008). This is especially noticeable in the case of Japan.              
Longevity and a declining birth rate has resulted in a massively growing elderly population; Over               
thirty thousand individuals celebrate their 100th birthday in Japan every year. Meanwhile, the             
total percentage of young children is rapidly declining (Statistics Bureau Ministry of Internal             
Affairs and Communications Japan, 2018). Since the demographic change poses a threat to the              
welfare state of Japan and its social security, placing a strain on both the health care and pension                  
system, the declining birth rate has received much attention over the past forty years (Kato,               
2018). Furthermore, in Japan where almost no children are born out of wedlock, marriage              
intentions are seen as an important predictor for fertility and have therefore been of great interest                
to demographers (North, 2009). Other reasons behind rapidly declining populations, in terms of             
fewer and fewer children being born, have been explored in many fields such as for example                
psychology, economy, sociology as well as in gender and legal studies, but this paper will               
henceforth focus on the question of gender equality. As mentioned above many countries have              
seen changes in the demographic composition, but Japan, being one of the worst affected, has               
been labeled both a super-aging society and a forerunner in diving birth rates (Kato, 2018).               
Between the years 2010 and 2015 the Japanese population declined with about 1 million, and               
unless drastic changes improve the current birth rate, demographers anticipate a reduction of the              
total population by almost a third reaching the year 2060 (Basten & Verropoulou, 2015). Another               
graphic image is the fact that the impressive life expectancy of Japanese people causes diapers               
for adults to outsell baby diapers (Tokyo Times, 2013). This truth becomes even more              
frightening when looking at the image of the Japanese population pyramid, which clearly             
illustrates the increase of the elderly population and lack of newborns (Statistics Bureau Ministry              
of Internal Affairs and Communications Japan, 2018).  
 
The fact that postponing marriage and childbirth is a growing trend in Japan is beyond doubt and                 
according to earlier studies on this topic in for example Europe and the US, the motives behind                 
the decision of childlessness are often said to be women's increased participation in higher              
education and the labor market, as well as their demands for freedom and gender equality (Abma                
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& Martinez, 2006; North, 2009; Sass, 2004). Even though some researchers have focused on the               
change in women’s roles in Japan as a presupposed root to the negative birth rate trend, studies                 
that investigate general attitudes towards the choice of not having children among Japanese             
people are lacking. Furthermore, previous research has also failed to acknowledge that it is              
perhaps not the value of family or the general wish to marry and have children that has                 
undergone any drastic change, but that the declining TFR instead is a direct result of the                
Japanese state’s failure to introduce and acculturate gender equality, simply making it impossible             
to both parent and work.  
 
The plunging fertility rate in Japan exists due to a combination of various intersecting factors               
concerning the position of women in working life, the advancement of technologies and changes              
in gender roles, as well as the fact that traditional understandings and the social institution of the                 
stem family are falling apart (Hashimoto & Traphagan, 2008). Single households are increasing,             
especially in urban areas, and both women and men in contemporary Japan are postponing              
marriage and childbirth (Ronald, Druta & Godzik, 2018; The Japan Times, 2015). The mean age               
for when women get married and give birth to their first child has risen with about 5 years since                   
the mid 1900s (Statistics Bureau Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications Japan, 2018).             
Also, North (2009) argues that this reluctance to commit to marriage and children, especially              
among Japanese women is a result of various factors. In line with research conducted in other                
industrialized countries where women's educational level and participation on the labor market            
has increased, both marriage and fertility rates are falling. Investigating the causes behind this              
trend, as well as understanding how the attitudes towards both marriage and having children              
might have changed in Japan is therefore crucial in order to develop effective state policies and                
programs that can provide incentive to reverse the negative trend and improve the total birth rate.                
As both Ambjörnsson & Bromseth (2010) and Sass (2004) describe it, children are often              
understood constituting an important event in a normative life course and the one and only road                
to a true “happily ever after”. In a society such as Japan that is characterized not only by                  
extremely persistent gender stereotypes, but also described as both homogeneous in culture and             
language, as well as collectivist, the choice of childlessness seems paradoxical. Exploring            
Japanese people’s attitudes towards childlessness is important, and has not received enough            
attention in previous research. This study aims to fill part of this void in previous research by                 
investigating the current discourse on childlessness by looking at what attitudes topical            
discussions on the Internet in Japan reflects with regard to childlessness. Furthermore, this study              
argues that previous research that has been focusing on investigating Japanese women’s reasons             
for not having children has missed the fact that those reasons might in fact reflect a change in                  
women’s roles in combination with the absence of gender equality. In Japan, the general social               
acceptance towards not having children might have increased simply because the number of             
childless individuals and couples are increasing, in combination with the fact that state policy              
undermines the possibility for women to combine work and parenthood.  
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Disposition 
The introduction, together with the aim, research questions and background constitutes the first             
part of this paper, followed by the disposition. Thereafter, comes the literature review which              
introduces relevant previous research on childlessness, gender roles, previous reported reasons to            
childlessness, as well as a brief overview of gender equality in Japan. Each subheading includes               
what this paper aims to contribute with the previous research. The third part of this paper                
explains the theoretical framework, such as the critical discourse analytical approach, feminist            
studies concerning gender roles and motherhood and the U-shaped dynamics model which            
explains the TFR in relation to gender egalitarianism. The websites and material are introduced              
in the fourth part of the paper, along with the methodology of discourse theory and thematic                
analysis, plus the limitations of the study as well as ethical considerations taken. The second half                
of the paper consists of the analysis and discussion, where the analysis has been divided into two                 
parts in order to facilitate the reading of the discussion that follows. The two chapters are: the                 
modern versus the traditional discourse found on Japanese internet forums. Both discourses are             
further discussed in the concluding part of the paper, and finally, references and an appendix are                
presented on the final pages.  

Literature review: framing the problem. 
This chapter will give some background to the concept of childlessness and the current situation               
of Japan and its history in regard to the declining fertility rate. Previous feminist research that                
links for example gender equality measures, the culture and composition of Japanese families             
and tough working conditions with the plunging fertility rate are also discussed and merged into               
the theory of this study. In addition, women’s reasons for not wanting children, critical discourse               
theory and feminist critique of motherhood and gender roles has been important concepts for the               
theoretical framework. 

Child-free versus childless. 
Before digging deeper into the specific context of Japan, there seems to be reason to clarify the                 
various usages of the term “childless”. The word childless is evidently used to describe              
individuals without children, however, feminist scholars have argued that this term has been used              
rather sweepingly. The naming “childless” is argued to lack the ability to account for the various                
forms of experiences of childlessness, which Letherby (2002) argues varies just as much as the               
experience of motherhood. Instead, “childless” projects an image of a woman as incomplete, an              
outsider, and still supports stereotypes associated with desperation and loss (Basten, 2009;            
Morison et al., 2016). Some women might decide early on to remain childless, but for other                
women this is not the case, perhaps due to infertility or other medical issues. Thus, many                
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previous studies have focused exclusively on the experiences of either group, for example the              
free decision of not having children (described as “voluntarily childless”) or the stigma felt from               
being unable to conceive (named “involuntarily childless”) (Letherby, 2002; Park, 2002;           
Dykstra, & Hagestad, 2007; Miall, 1986; Peterson, 2014). In addition, some women are childless              
but with the intention to have children later on in life, and some postpone childbirth due to                 
different reasons, sometimes until a point where it is no longer possible to conceive a child.                
Researchers have called attention to the fact that “childless” implies that something is missing, or               
lacking, and that especially a woman without a child is labeled as incomplete in her womanhood                
(Adams, 2016; Eto, 2005; Letherby, 2002; Moore, 2014; Peterson, 2014). Because of this, some              
prefers to use the term “child free”, where focus lies on choice and the positive experiences of                 
women who do not have children. However, there is no unanimity in terms of which concept to                 
use, since the word “child free” is also criticized by feminist scholars, as it is argued to enforce                  
already existing negative stereotypes of childless individuals as carefree and irresponsible.           
Hegemonic ideologies and discourses of motherhood affects the representation of both mothers            
and non-mothers, thus also the attitudes towards both those who have actively chosen             
childlessness and those who have not (Park, 2002; Peterson, 2011). In other words, the power of                
discourse is an important factor to consider when using different terms and constructs. These              
have the power to either reinforce dominant pro-natalist ideologies about motherhood and            
femininity, or to oppose stereotypes and to better understand how gender roles generate and              
affect people's attitudes about childless women. In this text the term “childless” will be applied,               
unless talking about a difference between these women (child free vs. childless) mentioned             
above, however the paper intends to explore which term that is used by Japanese internet users                
and if any preference is expressed. Furthermore, this study is also based on the assumption that,                
unlike some previous research suggests, the choice to be childless is not always freedom of               
choice, but instead something Japanese people describe as しょうがない (“it can’t be helped”)             
due to lack of social structures society. Because childlessness is becoming more common             
attitudes might have become more accepting, and this fact in combination with for example lack               
of gender equality perhaps presents childlessness as the most sensible choice for women. 

Commonly stated reasons for childlessness  
This section will continue with presenting frequently mentioned reasons among women who            
have chosen to not have children and rejected motherhood. For example, Castro-Vázquez (2015)             
and Tanturri & Mencarini (2008) found that the higher level of education that the woman has,                
the more likely it is for her to be childless, or to postpone childbirth. This is also consistent with                   
Nemoto (2008) who writes that women with high education in Japan are less likely to both have                 
and to want children. As women have become less and less confined to the home due to the fact                   
that the changing economy and industrialization have claimed more and more workers, the             
attitudes towards the home and children have gradually undergone many changes (Raymo &             
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Lim, 2010). This paper will also see if these attitudes originating from new lifestyles which do                
not focus on marriage or family, but rather on individual fulfillment through building a career, or                
personal recreation preferences are voiced in Japanese internet forums. Nowadays most Japanese            
people also hope for a love based marriage, which makes women wait for “the right” partner, and                 
not just settling with any partner (Kaneko et al., 2008; Mirza, 2016). Compared to when arranged                
marriages were the most common type in Japan, a lot has changed in terms of what women                 
demand of their partners and what qualities they seek. It is likely that especially younger women                
do not want the constraints associated with married life and children, and therefore look for a                
partner who could help with daily chores and child care (Nemoto, 2008). Seemingly many              
women feel sorry for their mothers, and are not satisfied with meeting the same fate (Nakano &                 
Wagatsuma, 2004). Thus, this paper will argue for the fact that one of the main reasons for many                  
Japanese women who do not have children is that they are forced to choose between two evils.                 
On the one hand, it is impossible to combine childcare and house chores with work, and on the                  
other hand many do not want to give up their career in order to be a mother and full-time                   
housewife. The common culprit in many stories is the burden of housework, were also working               
mothers also do the lion share of all chores at home as well as shoulder most of the                  
responsibilities regarding their children (North, 2009; Yu & Kuo, 2017; Zhou, 2015).  
 
Another factor which makes both women and men postpone marriage and having children is the               
high cost associated with bringing up children in Japan (Kato, 2018). The total cost of education,                
everything from kindergarten to cram school and university, is exceptionally expensive and            
places a tough restraint on the family budget. As most Japanese women are forced to give up                 
their jobs when having a child, the family needs to survive on only one salary in comparison to                  
many other OECD countries where both parents can choose to work (Choe et al., 2014). For men                 
in Japan this equals a life where they are not entitled to much but hours and hours of work, and                    
for women not much but motherhood and managing the family budget in order to make ends                
meet. Since childcare services are still too few to meet the needs of working couples with                
children, the majority of women have no choice but to stay home when becoming a mother                
(Yoshida & Yoshida, 2011; Zhou, 2015). When there is no alternative path for women, the               
preservation of a traditional discourse in which women are seen as mothers and housekeepers,              
and men as breadwinners becomes inevitable. This does not only support the gender system and               
the so-called gender contract (Hirdman, 1988:51-55) in Japan, and likely also makes children             
unattractive for both women and men.  
 
One more reason that makes Japan stand out is that neither women, nor men, seems to have the                  
time for marriage and children. It is likely that an increasingly liberal work regime and extreme                
market economy adopted by Japan, along with a company rhetoric based on neoliberal ideas, has               
played an important part in the change in attitudes towards marriage and children. Firstly, the               
extreme amount of overtime work makes it difficult to even find a partner for marriage. It is not                  
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unusual for Japanese workers to work between 60 and 100 hours of overtime each month, which                
naturally leaves little time for recreation and even less so for dating (Yoshida & Yoshida, 2011;                
North & Morioka, 2016). Furthermore, the emphasis of being an industrious worker, where hard              
work has become a matter or morality, nationalism and a virtue, has become a considerably               
important part of the Japanese folk soul (North, 2011). Even though the gendered division on the                
labor market is still persistent, more and more women are devoting themselves to work in the                
same way men has traditionally done. Along with the modernization of Japan, devoting oneself              
to work has become less only a masculine business, and more of a national discourse which                
permeates all society and builds the identity of young workers. However, for women this means               
trying to fulfill two roles at the same time; both the traditional one of “ryosaikenbo” (the good                 
wife and mother) as well as the new neoliberal idea of the good worker (Belarmino, 2017). In a                  
society which is still an outlier on gender role attitudes, and structures supporting gender equality               
is lacking, this task becomes impossible and women have to choose one or the other. In contrast                 
to previous research (Choe et al., 2014; Kaneko, 2008; Mirza, 2016), this study text is not based                 
on the belief that marriage and childbirth have become less important goals in the lives of                
Japanese women, and that the importance and pursuit of a professional career and economic              
independence has increased significantly instead.  

Japan’s low score of gender egalitarianism  
Another factor affecting the TFR is the rapidly changing global economic landscape which has              
demanded a higher percentage of women in the labor force. This has led to changing gender                
roles in many societies where women have become important contributors to the market             
economy and men are no longer thought of as the sole breadwinners. However, Japan has long                
failed to formulate policy in a direction that facilitates gender equality on various levels of               
society i.ex. at work or in the private sphere of the family (Dalton, 2017). According to the                 
annual report on gender equality, published by the World Economic forum (2018), Japan once              
again ranks embarrassingly low. Among industrialized nations, as well as the G20, Japan scores              
terrible on most measures according to 2018 statistics and therefore only manages to place 110th               
out of 144 countries. Other than on the measure of female participation on the labor market,                
Japan ranks bottom low on every sub index. To begin with, since its latest election the country                 
appointed only one female minister out of the 20 seats in the cabinet. The absence of female                 
representation seems to permeate any education for high skilled professions, social institutions as             
well as executive positions that is in any way connected to power and influence. The percentage                
of female executives is a low as 3,7 %, and similar numbers can be found for any type of                   
specialist profession, such as doctors, lawyers and researchers. Furthermore, the gender pay gap             
remains high, and the rate for continued employment among women with children under the age               
of 15 remains low. Building on the study by Estévez-Abe (2013), which has concluded that               
Japan lacks both the stick and the carrot in order to increase gender equality, this paper also                 
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argues that without any serious measures against the current gender inequality and discrimination             
against women in Japan, the birth rate will continue its downward spiral. What Estévez-Abe              
(2013) refers to with the terms “carrot” and “stick” are simply the incentives for companies to                
invest in their female employees, and the punishment against companies, or social institutions,             
that discriminates against women. Japanese legislation seemingly lacks both. In short, Japan is             
characterized by tax and social security policies which penalize second-earners, an education            
system where women cannot acquire specialized skills to compete on the labor market, company              
cultures that prioritize the training and indoctrination of men, and finally, any efficient form of               
family work reconciliation policies (Estévez-Abe, 2013; Eto, 2005; Nemoto, 2008; North, 2009).            
In other words, being a woman in Japan is no easy business, and even less so after giving birth. 

 
When Japanese women becomes mothers current social structures, or lack thereof, in            
combination with the shortage of childcare services and lack of opportunities to outsource             
domestic chores makes it almost impossible to keep a full time job (Lee & Lee, 2014). If they do                   
not withdraw from the labor market, mothers are pushed out of the so-called career track and into                 
the “mommy-track”, where they are not only neglected in terms of promotion opportunities, but              
are often also downgraded and suddenly given trivial work tasks which utilize neither their              
experience, nor skills and education (Zhou, 2015). Then, there is also the issue of women’s               
changing roles in Japan. On the one hand, women are expected to participate and contribute on                
the labor market to the same extent as men, but on the other hand they are also expected to be                    
fully responsible for their future children and home, without any significant help from either              
their partner or society. Due to this, the sinking birth rate is likely a result of Japanese women                  
trying to fulfill their new roles in society, and since juggling both a career and a family is still                   
impossible, it is no surprise that many women postpone childbirth until their late 30s, or opt out                 
of having children altogether. Some women who are uncertain whether they want children or not               
perhaps simply wait too long because they do not want to submit to the norm of giving up their                   
career, later realizing they have missed the so-called fertility train? 

 
Furthermore, since traditional gender roles are extraordinarily persistent in Japan, women are            
still expected to do the lion share of housework, childcare as well as taking care of aging                 
relatives, which naturally prevents them from equal access to work, influence and opportunities             
to shape their own lives. Since Japanese men only spend 1 hour and 7 minutes per day on                  
average on housework and child rearing, compared to an average of 3 hours and 21 minutes in                 
Sweden, 3 hours and 12 minutes in Norway and 2 hours 58 minutes put in by American dads                  
(Gender Equality Bureau Cabinet, 2018), a Japanese mother cannot hope for much support at              
home. It is therefore no surprise that the deficiencies in various social institutions, such as for                
example the economy, education, employment and politics, would have made marriage and            
childbirth less attractive for Japanese women. As previously mentioned, this paper builds on the              
assumptions that the increased occurrence of childless women in combination with insufficient            
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family work reconciliation policies negatively affect attitudes towards children, and also make            
the choice of childless individuals seem sensible. As the representation and encounter of happy,              
successful childless women in both media, among friends and at work becomes more common in               
Japan, more women might also equate children with sacrifice. This study believes however, that              
previous research has also failed to clearly connect reasons for childlessness to the insufficient              
levels of gender equality in Japan. Therefore, this paper will focus on finding what reasons in                
comments among Japanese internet users can be seen as drivers behind the declining fertility rate               
and if these are linked to the current degree of gender egalitarianism. 

The population policy of Japan: halfhearted social and economic efforts  
Again, Japan has naturally realized that the declining birth rate is problem, but due to the                
disinterest in formulating any policy that might change the reality of gender equality, one if left                
to wonder, what has Japan actually done so far? And what does the situation look like today?                 
The proportion of the elderly Japanese population, 65 years or older, has grown bigger than the                
child population with an alarming speed. Especially when comparing to other OECD-countries            
with a similar problem, Japan is a front runner in terms of both longevity and bottom-low birth                 
rate (Kato, 2018). In the year 2017 the total percentage of children, 15 years or younger,                
accounted for 12,3 % of the total population, while the elderly population constituted more than               
double, viz. 27,7 %. This however, is old news. According to the Statistics Bureau Ministry of                
Internal Affairs and Communications of Japan (2017; 2018) the elderly population has surpassed             
the young since 1997, in other words for over 10 years. Meanwhile, the total composition of                
elderly and young are slowly developing in opposite directions, so are other demographic areas              
in Japan. As previously mentioned, a strong predictor of childbirth in Japan is marriage and               
according to statistics, the amount of single households is growing while marriage plans are              
postponed among young Japanese people (North, 2009). Over a period of 15 years, the              
one-person households have grown from 27 % to 34 %, and so has the proportion of never                 
married individuals by the age of 50. According to the National Institute of Population and               
Social Security Research (2019) unmarried Japanese 50-year olds constituted 37,5 %, with a             
slightly higher amount of unmarried men in their 50s. The question is therefore what Japan has                
been doing to resolve this situation. 
 
Demographers describe the current situation of the declining birth rate, in combination with             
rising numbers of Japanese opting out of marriage, as a crisis and have long urged the                
government to invest in finding the causes of these problems and to take necessary              
countermeasures. The TFR in Japan today is down at 1.4, which is way below the natural                
exchange rate (-3), when looking at how many people that die yearly in comparison to how many                 
that are born (Statistics Bureau Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications Japan, 2018).             
Naturally, the Japanese government has recognized the threat of this demographic shift towards             
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avoidance of both childbearing and marriage, and has since the 90s formulated and implemented              
several action plans in order to battle the declining fertility rate through anti-discrimination and              
family friendly policies (Gender Equality Bureau Cabinet, 1999; 2016). However, while many            
Western, especially Scandinavian countries, have recognized gender equality as an important           
cornerstone of a sustainable welfare state and thus put much effort and resources into developing               
state policy that supports the equality between women and men both at work and in the family,                 
Japan has not (Dalton, 2017; Esping-Andersen, 2016; Estévez-Abe, 2013). So far, interventions            
by the Japanese government has not shown much success in regard to improving the fertility rate. 
 
The small improvement since 2005, when the fertility rate hit rock bottom at 1.2, has not been                 
what Japan had hoped for. In order to encourage more women to have children, the Japanese                
government has introduced several action plans and programs named “Basic Direction for Future             
Child Rearing Support Measures”, or more commonly known as the “Angel plan” and the “New               
Angel plan” (Lee & Lee, 2014). These initiatives have mainly focused on reducing the economic               
burden of childbirth, by for example subsidizing hospital care of expecting mothers, as well as               
the introduction of a child allowance between 5000 and 15 000 Japanese yen, equivalent to about                
430 and 1300 Swedish Kronor, depending on the income of the parents. Other aspects of the                
policy has focused on improving for example conditions for women at work, in order to make it                 
easier to combine children and work (Choe et al., 2014). According to The Ministry of Health,                
Labor, and Welfare (2019), the birth rate would increase to 1.8 if the situation where women                
have to choose between work and family could be changed, based on national surveys where               
women have been asked if they would like to have children and if so, how many. Strategies to                  
improve the fertility rate has therefore focused not only on cracking down workaholic aspects of               
the Japanese society, but also on increasing the amount and quality of childcare services              
available to working parents (Kato, 2018). Despite these initiatives, partly due to lack of funds,               
the number of children on the waiting list for daycare and nursery school is long and measured as                  
many as 20 000 last year (Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, 2019). Due to numbers like                 
these, the Japanese government's response to the birth rate crisis has been considered both slow               
and insufficient, however this study also points out the Japanese government’s inability to             
address both structural inequalities and social norms that negatively affects the decision of             
having children. There has also been a lack of the thorough investigation of the concerns of                
people who choose not to have children, along with attitudes and stigma they are faced with.                
Furthermore, this text builds on the assumption that the measures taken in Japan are a far cry                 
from resolving the birth rate, since no underlying structures and ideologies concerning women's             
reproductive position and social status have really been placed under scrutiny.  
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Theory and analytical framework 
The theoretical assumption for this paper studying the declining birth rate in Japan is based on                
the conviction that declining birth rate is not a one-sided problem, but generated from social               
injustice and gender inequalities, in combination with changing social structures and demands of             
the economy. In order to develop policy that can facilitate positive change and encourage              
Japanese women to have children, it needs to be based upon research which encompasses the               
possible change in attitudes in the modern Japanese social landscape. This paper is therefore              
based upon gender- and discourse related theories as the purpose is to generate research that can                
build the foundation to positive change in Japan, especially for women. In terms of analysis, the                
theory further supports those researchers who argue that attitudes towards motherhood and            
non-motherhood are social constructions, and that being a mother does not inevitably have to be               
the destiny of all women, and that women who choose non-motherhood must be equally              
respected for their choice. Femininity and womanhood are more than just motherhood, even if              
motherhood undeniably is important for many women. The text is therefore built upon a critical               
feminist framework, which questions the grand narrative of motherhood as the only female             
destiny, and that wanting children is unavoidable due to women's inborn nurturing persona.             
Exploring attitudes in Japan based on these theories will help illuminate which differences and              
structural inequalities that Japanese policy has failed to address.  

Motherhood as a lodestar for women 
The gender system determines firstly which genders that are recognized in society, secondly             
which attributes that are assigned to which gender. In other words, the gender system, which is                
built on two principles, firstly the dichotomy between male and female, and secondly that the               
male represents the norm (Hirdman, 1988:51). This dichotomy is especially salient in Japan,             
where certain roles and behaviors that are not only associated with, for example, women and               
men, but also constitutes a duty to uphold. Thirdly the gender system also presumes a hierarchy                
between these genders, where men and women often are considered and described as each              
other’s antipodes (Castro-Vázquez, 2015). Patriarchal societies are based upon a male hegemony            
that assumes men’s supremacy over women, and thus generates a power order in society where               
men constitute the norm (North, 2009). This means that, in line with the perceptions of gender                
differences between men and women and the values attached to these, men and women are               
assigned with different roles and positions in society. This means that women and men have               
different positions in policy, on the labor market, as well as in the family, and therefore different                 
access to power and resources. In societies such as Japan, permeated by a pro-nationalist              
hegemonic discourse, motherhood is often the most salient role of women, where being a mother               
is a respected gender identity, whereas a non-mother is not (Moore, 2014). In other words, the                
worth of women is defined through childbirth (Castro-Vázquez, 2015). The effect generated            
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from these gender structures is for example limitations on social activities, such as for example               
work where the roles and positions of women and men differ based on the norms of mother- and                  
fatherhood, which in turn creates different economic conditions and possibilities to influence            
one's own life. Japan has long been, and still is, a society where political activities are defined by                  
and conducted in accordance with norms created by men. Neither women’s issues nor feminist              
activities have been taken seriously or given much space on the political agenda (Eto, 2005). The                
Japanese government is still indifferent to feminism and has shown slow progress on most issues               
concerning gender equality, such as for example closing the pay gap, combating domestic and              
sexual violence and sexual harassment, educational discrimination and sexual discriminatory          
practices on the labor market. Because of this, Eto (2005) points out that it has been easier for                  
Japanese women to speak out as mothers rather than as women because women are still regarded                
as “second-class citizens” in the patriarchal framework.  
 
Overall, feminists have long argued that the female identity that has been too synonymous with               
the idea of motherhood, and that having children has not only been considered the ultimate sign                
of womanhood, but also a strong determining factor for femininity and respectability            
(Castro-Vázquez, 2015; Peterson, 2014). In other words, the position of women in society is              
strongly linked to, and valued through, their ability and will to have children. This is               
exceptionally obvious in Japan where childless women are asked to perform tasks that mothers              
are not and to work longer hours because they are generally perceived as “free” and “easy”, or as                  
“selfish” and “unpatriotic”. 

Double-standards: the gendered role of parenthood 

As Rijken and Merz (2014) describes it, a double standard is when something, for example a                
behavior, that is supposedly the same in principle, is judged differently for different groups of               
people. The judgment often depends on extraneous qualities of these people, such as for example               
ethnicity, religion, socioeconomic status and sex. This means that a certain behavior is judged              
differently, depending on if the behavior belongs to for example a woman or a man. In other                 
words normative assumptions about women and men might generate double standards based on             
for example gender stereotypes (Choe et al., 2014).  
 
Oftentimes men are given more power than women, and thus gender structures can be designed               
in a way that endorse the masculine norm and judge women’s behavior based on this male norm                 
that permeates patriarchal societies. In other words, the structure can be argued to enforce certain               
qualities in women and men, and thus assess certain behaviors differently. While motherhood             
has strong ties to femininity, and is strongly associated with a woman leading a good or                
successful course of life, fatherhood is not an equally strong determiner for men’s masculinity or               
success (Rijken & Merz, 2014). Masculine identity instead depends on productivity, income or             
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occupation, and not the role of parenthood (Agrillo & Nelini, 2008). Therefore, in cultures, such               
as Japan, with male hegemony and low levels of gender equality, the family-related double              
standards tend to favor men. This means that in societies where men are considered more               
important, or simply constitute the norm, there tends to be double standards favoring             
masculinity. These double standards are often argued to place a harder judgment upon women              
compared to men, especially those women who deviate from the designated gender role (Agrillo              
& Nelini, 2008). The purpose of exploring double standards is to understand what attitudes              
certain types of behavior evokes, as well as what norms that endorse and reinforce these.               
Research concerning attitudes towards childless in Japan is scarce, and even more so looking at               
if there are any differences in attitudes towards women and men when addressing childlessness.              
However, these attitudes are important to investigate in order to understand how both social              
identities and social behaviors are constructed and gendered.  

Gender egalitarianism and women’s changing roles 

Another concern for this paper is what motivating forces that may lie behind women's choice and                
reasons for not having children on a deeper societal level. Previous research has concluded that               
there are various reasons behind the choice to renounce parenthood in Japan, but few goes               
further into analyzing what power structures that might explain these choices (Kato, 2018). This              
study explores what Japanese people say and how they view childlessness in an online              
environment in order to discuss the reality behind these attitudes towards and arguments behind              
the choice not to have children. In other words, what power structures can be derived from the                 
comments by the internet users, and how these can help to understand the declining birth rate.  
 
That some women simply do not want children is obvious, but according to Basten and               
Verropoulou (2015) the two-children norm still dominates, but for other reasons, some choose             
not to have children. An important point of departure for the analysis is the “u-shaped dynamics                
thesis” presented by Esping-Andersen (2016). In this theory, the “U” represents the birth rate at               
different stages of change in women’s roles. The start of the U illustrates a society defined by a                  
high degree of stereotypical gender roles, where women’s role have yet to change. The bottom of                
the U illustrates a stage where women’s roles have changed and women are expected to work                
and earn more or less the same income as men, but society has not followed in terms of adapting                   
to these new norms. The bottom of the U, in other words a low fertility rate, is to expect when                    
women have conflicting roles that cannot be combined, at the same time as social institutions or                
family relations are characterized by low levels of gender equality. Other theories that have              
sought to explain the declining birth rate through women’s emancipation or postmodern values             
cannot account for the recent trend in countries such as the USA and the Scandinavian countries                
where the birth rate is starting to recover (Crawford, 2017; Esping-Andersen, 2016). However, in              
Esping-Andersen’s (2016) U-theory the end of the U indicates that the declining birth rate is in                
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fact tied to women’s changing roles, but not to a changing value of the family per se. Rather, the                   
birth rate is decided by how well a country embraces these new conditions of for example                
women's employment and responsibilities, and to which degree society is successful in            
minimizing gender inequality. Thus, the level of gender equality, in other words the degree of               
gender egalitarianism in a specific country, is essential to reverse the negative birth trend which               
comes from women’s new roles and new expectations from a society which lacks the level of                
gender equality in order for women to fulfill different roles at the same time.  
 
The purpose of utilizing the U-shaped dynamics thesis through the analysis is to discuss how the                
current discourse on childlessness reflects the assumed position of Japan on the U-curve. For              
example, what attitudes or arguments of having or not having children and childless individuals              
can be traced to the country’s level of gender equality and women’s roles. Furthermore, this               
thesis will argue with reference to the U-shaped dynamics theory, that Japan has failed to reverse                
the declining birth rate because of its halfhearted efforts in developing gender equality policy              
that ensures equality both in the labor force, and in the private sphere. Since education and work                 
is the reality for most Japanese women, trying to merge this role with the role of a mother, who                   
is expected to care for the children as well as take care of the home, is likely both unattractive                   
and impossible. By exploring attitudes towards childlessness this paper hopes to find a discourse              
that illustrates the connection between women’s roles, gender egalitarianism and childlessness in            
Japan.  

Discourse, power relations and social change 
The analysis further takes its point of departure in Norman Fairclough’s description of Critical              
discourse analysis (CDA). The idea of utilizing this theory and methodological approach is that              
is makes it possible to explore how language translates to social events, social practices and               
social structures. CDA is an interdisciplinary approach which assumes that power is exercised             
through discourse and that any form of language is a form of social practice. In other words,                 
language is never neutral and innocent, according to Fairclough (1992). It always contains             
attitudes, assessments and values, and it can therefore constitute both a mean of oppression, and               
a bearer of change. This means that a text is never just an independent text, rather it exists in a                    
space of intertextuality, where a text is both shaped and influenced by other texts and at the same                  
time affects the shaping and understanding of future texts (Fairclough, 1992:8-11).  
 
Since the aim of this study is to critically examine attitudes, by looking at the written discourse                 
on childlessness in Japan, utilizing the three-dimensional methodology developed by Fairclough           
enables the analysis to reach a deeper level. Put differently, the texts can be studied both                
linguistically, in terms of what is written, but also through what underlying structures and              
ideologies that supports a certain discourse based on the specific prerequisites of Japanese             
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culture, traditions and norms. Discourse analysis as both a theory and method was chosen for this                
study as it allows to explore the separation of different discourses, as well as connections               
between them. Where previous research has failed, this study aims to give a new perspective on                
childlessness in Japan where the study of current discourses will illuminate how childlessness, in              
other words the declining birthrate, cannot be explained through a single dimension.  
 
Using CDA, this text therefore investigates how different dimensions intertwine in order to             
produce, or change discourse. Looking at for example dimension one in Fairclough's (1992)             
model, which is the text at word level, the linguistic features that will illuminate the word choices                 
people use when discussing childlessness in Japan. At the second level of analysis, the text can                
be explored in terms of by whom, where and why the text has been produced and what this might                   
imply. The second level of discursive practice also includes the consumption and interpretation             
of the text, which means that it is shaped by but also shapes social practices. Finally, the third                  
dimension called social practice will tell something about the text in relation to the society in                
which it’s written (Fairclough, 1992:73). This final dimension will help uncloak how dominant             
ideologies, social practices and norms in Japan lay the foundation to a certain way of speaking or                 
writing about childlessness. CDA will help dissect the discourse piece by piece in order to               
examine how attitudes towards childlessness in Japan are constructed, how they might have             
changed and how childless individuals are represented online. More importantly, what this might             
imply for the problem of Japan’s TFR, and why both economic and social efforts introduced by                
the Japanese government so far have failed.  

Method 
This chapter will address the methodological approach, the material, how the research has been              
carried out, as well as ethical considerations taken. In comparison to quantitative research, there              
are no clearly agreed rules or procedures for data analysis (Ritchie, Spencer & O' Connor,               
2003:200), but as Sass (2004) points out, there are guidelines and general recommendations “that              
facilitate data analysis”.  

The selected Internet forums  
The websites Yahoo! 知恵袋 (Chiebukuro, meaning “bag of knowledge”) and 発言小町           
(Hatsugen Komachi, “city of knowledge”) are great ways to observe Japanese interacting online             
and find information about how Japanese think about and discuss personal problems, social             
issues, opinions and everyday topics in Japan. Both Komachi and Chiebukuro were originally             
created as online platforms for women to discuss questions concerning relationships, marriage,            
children, health work and life in general; however, nowadays men also participate in the              
discussions. Yahoo! 知恵袋 has about 46 million registered users, a total number of 675 900 368                
questions and answers, as well as over a hundred million visits each month. With its 4 million                 
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registered users, questions posted daily on Hatsugen Komachi amount to about 6000 (2018).             
These two sites have been chosen for the analysis based on their size, popularity and relevance to                 
the purpose of this paper.  

The material and limitations 

The analysis is based on 25 separate discussion threads, with a total of 1339 discussion posts                
where each individual thread ranged between 3 and 473 discussion entries. All the discussion              
entries were read through, after which 582 selected posts constitute the ground for the analysis.               
The threads have been posted and found in the categories of “lifestyle & love”, “human               
relationships issues”, “love counseling” and “family issues”. There are thousands of threads on             
Chiebukuro and Komachi concerning childlessness in Japan, therefore the threads were selected            
based on a few search-criteria. Firstly, all of them discussed childlessness and its implications in               
Japan. Secondly, because the purpose of this study is to understand the current social climate in                
regard to childlessness in Japan, no threads older than 5 years were selected for the analysis.                
Thirdly, in order to find the material, a couple of key search words and phrases were used on                  
both sites. For example “子供いらない (I don’t need children)”, ”子供欲しくない (I don’t            
want children)”, “子供いない (without child/there are no children/I have no child)”. The            
majority of the selected discussion posts were written by female users, only 118 of the total                
selected posts were posted by male users. Some users chose to write whether they had children                
or not, however, many did not. It is therefore not possible to say with any certainty whether                 
childless individual or individuals with children are over represented in the selected material.             
However, based on the selected discussions posts, the majority of those stating their choice              
named themselves childless.  
 
Due to the vast amount of discussion topics, only those showing relevance to the purpose and                
research questions were selected. This means that the result of this study can by no means be                 
generalized, as it can impossibly account for all experiences, nuances and opinions about             
childlessness in Japan. However,; with this in mind, there is no intent to generate any form of                 
truth or generalizable knowledge, rather to illuminate various discourses on childless in Japan             
and to establish reason for further research. 

Discourse and thematic analysis 
In order to sort the selected text material, a deductive, theoretical approach of thematic analysis               
was applied to find patterns and themes among the forum posts in the discussion threads. This                
process was conducted with the specific aim and research questions in mind, in order to find                
information that was both interesting and relevant to this specific purpose. The analysis has been               
conducted from both a micro and macro perspective. On the one hand the analysis has focused                
on individual comments in the different threads, but on the other hand, zoomed out completely to                
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find patterns in order to find more general and recurring themes in all discussions. As thematic                
analysis is a flexible method that can be approached from various angles, the specific way               
chosen for this paper has been a six-step guide provided by Braun and Clarke (2006). As getting                 
familiar with the data is the first step, all the forum posts has been read several times from                  
beginning to end. Secondly, initial codes were drawn up, so that the text was organized into                
codes which said or captured something interesting and relevant for the purpose and research              
questions. In order to describe patterns and sort the codes in a systematic way, overarching               
themes were identified based on the initial codes, see Appendix 1 for a detailed example of the                 
analysis of the forum posts. This was not a clear linear process, but rather a method of moving                  
back and forth between the different steps of the process to find the best themes to capture the                  
interesting parts of the data which could in some ways answer the research questions. The final                
steps consisted of determining themes and writing up the report. 
 
CDA has been applied as both theory and method, viz. as a philosophical principle regarding the                
role of language in the social construct of the world, theoretical model as well as methodological                
guideline for the particular way of analysis. However, CDA was mixed with the discourse              
theoretical approach by Laclau and Mouffe (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002:25-28), which was            
used in order to find around which e.g. elements and nodal points, that the comments on                
the Japanese Internet forums centered and obtained their different meanings. Discourse           
analysis, as a whole package of theory and method, has been applied through processing the               
material in order to find and illuminate underlying structures, ideologies and power relations             
because it is a method of looking beyond the actual meaning of the text. As Fairclough                
(1992:206) exemplifies, the word “she” is “used when the stereotypical member of the set of               
people at issue is a woman”, when for example speaking of a homemaker, a nurse and a                 
secretary. Part of the analysis has for example underlined the fact that the actual meaning behind                
the seemingly gender neutral category “parent”, has in fact been “the mother” and thus the               
ideology of motherhood is permeating the concept of parenthood. Thus, CDA provides a way for               
those wishing to democratize language, to address inequalities, make it less sexist, and to              
question norms or standards taken-for-granted (Fairclough, 1992:206; 220-224). After         
identifying patterns in the discourse, these patterns were analyzed as for example either ratifying,              
upholding, or challenging a certain discourse. 
 
During the process of analyzing the data, the original language of the text was used. Both initial                 
codes and themes were first developed in Japanese, and later on translated to English. The initial                
translations were later reviewed by a Japanese native speaker, in order to ensure closeness to the                
original meaning and to avoid misinterpretation.  
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Ethical considerations 
In contrast to offline research, the ethical considerations to take when conducting research online              
pose different challenges (Markham & Buchanan, 2012). This thesis has therefore been written             
with the “Ethical Decision-Making and Internet Research” by Markham & Buchanan (2012) in             
mind, as a point of departure for ethical considerations taken. For example, the fact that all the                 
information on the online forums are public, and that this is also stated in the rules on each forum                   
is likely known to the users. They should therefore know that anyone at any given time can                 
access this information. On the other hand, as the forums also ensures anonymity and that the                
users private information will not be handed to any third part likely also gives the forum users a                  
sense of security (Tanaka, Johnson & Lowry, 2018). In order to protect the users’ identities and                
their information a couple of measures were therefore taken; firstly all user names has been               
omitted and exactly which forum that each piece of information was obtained from is not stated                
in the analysis, furthermore, written consent was obtained from the forum moderators to start              
separate discussion threads if needed. However, all the discussion are presented in the list of               
references.  
 
Other important aspects of critical research taken into consideration were reflexivity and            
positionality (Moore, 2014). These terms mean to turn a critical eye towards oneself and              
acknowledging one's privileged position as a researcher and the power to interpret data that              
comes with it. In other words, knowledge is never neutral no matter who produces it, and as a                  
researcher, one is naturally influenced by an understanding of what constitutes a certain problem.              
As previous scholars have put it, knowledge does not just exist, it is made (Haraway, 2004).                
Reflexivity has allowed for personal reflection, about how for example previous knowledge and             
experience, social status, cultural background and other factors have shaped my own            
understanding of the problem at hand, and thus also influenced the analysis and result.  

Analysis 
After careful reading of the material, the below analysis presents recurring themes found in the               
chosen discussion threads on Yahoo! Chiebukuro and Komachi. In order to map the discursive              
field of childlessness among Japanese internet users and lucidly connect the findings to the aim               
and research questions. The themes are further separated based on a great divide in the attitudes                
found on the Japanese discussion forums, namely two major, overarching discourses; A modern             
versus a traditional discourse on childlessness. Since there has been no major differences in the               
discussion threads, other than the attitudes, the excerpts from the threads have been analyzed              
together. 
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The discourse analytical approach 
Working specifically with discourse analysis, the process of analyzing the material has been             
aided by the identification of constructs around which the discourses are centered, the nodal              
points and signs (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002). The nodal point “children” is perhaps self-evident,              
around which signs such as “money”, “time”, “freedom”, “partner relationship” and “the family”             
acquire their specific meaning in the discussions. Another nodal point in the discussions is              
“gender”, which is a privileged sign that generates meaning when the participants discuss the              
different implications of “parenthood”, “obligation”, “parenting”, “instinct”, “freedom” as well          
as “marriage”. Furthermore, this analysis also argues that the nodal points “modern values” and              
“traditional values” play important roles in the discussions of childlessness. Depending on the             
underlying value attached, from either a traditional or a modern point of view, signs such as                
“marriage”, “childbirth”, “child rearing”, “femininity”, “work”, “love” and “happiness” are filled           
with different meaning, and have provided different clues to the continued analysis.  

Part 1: A modern discourse on childlessness in Japan 
Much have changed in Japan over the last 20 years in terms of employment opportunities for                
women and changes in traditional family values along with a new narrative that formulates hard               
work as a virtue, something that was previously only associated with men (North, 2011). This               
has led many women today to work, rather than to solely devote themselves only to               
housekeeping and childcare as generations of women have done before them. Along with the              
modernization of society, new technologies and globalization many points at the fact that the              
attitudes among younger generations of Japanese people have changed (Choe, et al., 2014;             
Koropeckyj-Cox & Pendell, 2007), and many of the forum users point out that they seek and                
enjoy a very different lifestyle compared to their parents’ generation (as seen in appendix: Key               
dimension 1. Positive perceptions of childless individuals e.g. “Self-realization”).  

 
“Public opinion persists, that is “the woman gets married, then does housework, and gives birth 
and raises a child and is natural.” But now more and more men and women decide not to get 
married. Unlike in the past, women have also advanced to society and can stand on their own, so 
they can now live alone.” (Anonymous woman 1, without children, Chiebukuro 2017) 

 
These new values, changes in women’s roles, and societal changes are prominent in the              
discussions about childlessness, or whether to have children or not. As Esping-Andersen (2016)             
writes, the world has changed in many ways and so has the roles of women. In line with these                   
changes, for example the access to birth control and participation on the labor market, it is a                 
given that women will form a new understanding of their identities, as well as their place in                 
society. In addition, as language is argued to possess a shaping power, form as well as change                 
social institutions, it is noteworthy that this modern discourse does not attach any gendered              
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meaning to the word “employees” or “workers” when speaking on a general basis. This is               
exactly what CDA underlines, that language is a mean of power because it can include or                
exclude certain individuals (Charlebois, 2010). The inclusion of women into the term “workers”             
has likely led to a normalization of women as part of the labor force (as seen in appendix: Key                   
dimension 3. Societal evolution e.g. ” Women can earn their own money”). Many of the users                
stress the importance of personal freedom and choice that comes with women’s new roles and               
economic independence and point out that both the perception and value of marriage and              
children have changed so that it does no longer hold a self-evident role in people’s life.  

Childlessness described as the new normal/standard 
It is clear in the comments on Komachi and Chiebukuro that marriage and children is something                
that the majority in Japan has taken for granted as the natural course of life, and that people who                   
do not wish to become parents has been seen as outcasts. However, this previously self-evident               
course of life is something that most of the users question and criticize, which could be explained                 
as a power struggle between an old and a new discourse in order to secure hegemony                
(Fairclough, 1992). Many ask themselves the question for whose sake they actually need to have               
children, and that a traditional view of children as a state imperative is unfair to women who                 
suffer the consequences of childbirth (as seen in appendix: Key dimension 4. Reasons for not               
having children e.g. ” Women slaves in Japan”). 
 
Most of the threads about childlessness found on Komachi and Chiebukuro show surprisingly             
different attitude towards childlessness among the Internet users where the choice of            
childlessness is justified through external factors, in contrast to the negative attitudes and             
stereotypes found in previous research (Agrillo & Nelini, 2008; Ashburn-Nardo, 2016; Miall,            
1986; Gillespie, 2003; Letherby, 2002; Morell, 1994; Park, 2002; Peterson, 2011; Sakai, 2004;             
Yoshida & Yoshida, 2011). The majority of the users does in fact express a positive, or at least                  
neutral attitude, towards the choice of not having children and the ones who criticize              
childlessness are surprisingly few. As one person puts it:  
 

“There are many who will not want to marry and have children. It is becoming               
commonplace nowadays.” (Anonymous woman 2, without children, Komachi 2018). 

 
This shows that simply the increased prevalence and exposure to childless couples might indeed              
have started to change people's attitude towards childlessness. Several users write that they have              
family members, friends and colleagues who have chosen a childless life for various reasons, and               
that there is nothing odd in this decision (as seen in appendix: Key dimension 3. Societal                
evolution e.g. ” Increasingly commonplace”). One person writes that with the childless couples             
on the rise, there is a high possibility that the alienation around childless individuals and couples                
is on the way of dissipating in Japan. In other words, social practice can change and shape                 
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perspectives in discourse, in the same way language can form or initiate social practices              
(Fairclough, 1992). As another user also puts it, negative attitudes surrounding childless does not              
originate among people in general anymore, but are pushed upon society by panic-stricken             
politicians. Discourse is therefore understood by some users as an exercise of power in order to                
maintain a desired understanding of social institutions such as for example the family and              
marriage. Even so, some users ask about whether their choice to remain childless is considered               
strange by others on the forums, and if so why their choice and attitude towards children is seen                  
as offensive. For example, one woman asks:  

 
“I never want children, I decided long time ago. My reason was, “I don't understand the                
benefits of having a child anyhow”, am I strange? Do I not qualify as a woman?”.                
(Anonymous woman 3, without children, Chiebukuro 2018) 

 
These concerns are more often than not met with understanding, approval and generally friendly              
comments from other users. Some share their own stories about their decision not to have               
children, and others, for example parents, say that their opinion is that it is absolutely up to every                  
individual to decide for themselves, freely and independently whether one wants to have children              
or not. Even though children still seems to constitute an important event in the understanding of                
the natural course of life in Japan, there is also a challenge to this discourse among the internet                  
users. Unlike previous research where childless are said to face negative opinions due to              
breaking the norm, the decision of childlessness on Chiebukuro and Komachi, even though not in               
any way viewed as normative, it is said to be generally accepted by friends, family and even by                  
parents, both online and in real life.  

A childless life portrayed as desirable  
A central aspect in the stories and comments among many of the users about their choice not to                  
have children are all the benefits of a childless life. Many of the members on the forums speak of                   
freedom to do what they want with their time and not be bound by the needs of a child, nor by                     
the expectations of society. More exactly, the people on Komachi and Chiebukuro use the word               
freedom as “to travel anywhere”, “to eat out at our favorite places”, “have time to be with each                  
other” and “time to have fun every day” which clearly show their positive attitudes to a childless                 
life (as seen in appendix: Key dimension 1. Positive perceptions of childless individuals e.g.              
“Happiness”, “Freedom”, ” Live my own life”). The majority of the discussion participants             
describe a childless life as exciting and fun. One person writes that:  
 

“There are lot of couples without children among my acquaintances who enjoy trips,             
eating out etc, and they even seem to maintain a better relationships than couples with               
children.” (Anonymous woman 4, with children, Chiebukuro 2017) 
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Furthermore, even users who claim to be parents with childless acquaintances write that childless              
couples “often seem happier than couples with children” and that they feel that their childless               
friends also look younger, have more fun together, have more patience towards others and seem               
healthier. Several people also point out the fact that they don’t want children because they have                
other things in life which make them happy and fulfilled, like for example a significant other, a                 
hobby or work. These comments could exemplify what Mathews and White (2004) writes about              
in their theory of the changing conception of adulthood in Japan. Parenthood has traditionally              
been the one and only path to a fulfilled adult life, where young people would unknowingly                
reproduce the world of the older generation, but due to for example globalization, changes in the                
economy, and in gender roles the youth has started to re-evaluate the            
taken-for-granted-knowledge that has been fed to them. As Mathews and White (2004:4) asks in              
their book “is the adult world really worth entering?”, many Japanese seem to believe that there                
must be pluralistic ways into adulthood, and not the one and only path of parenthood. One                
example from a woman who says that her life is better without children is:  
 

“I want to live my life being me. Without children, I will be able to live my own life and                    
make the best out of me.” (Anonymous woman 5, without children, Komachi 2016) 

 
Some women also writes that without children they can advance in their career and spend more                
time on self-fulfillment. One user even goes as far as to claim that childless individuals are the                 
product of evolution: ” I do not say that those who do not want children are better. But they are                    
evolving”. (Anonymous woman 6, without children, Komachi 2019). However, even if the users             
portray a positive image of a childless life and argue for all the benefits of their decision, the                  
theory of Esping-Andersen (2016) offers a different angle for analyzing such comments. The             
users with positive attitudes to childlessness argue that not having children is equivalent to              
increased opportunities in life, whether it is through self-realization or spending time with their              
significant other. However, such comments could potentially be generating a misleading picture            
of childlessness in Japan. As Esping-Andersen (2016) exemplifies in his theory, there is a              
relation between the negative birth rate and a lack of effectively implemented gender equality              
policies. These comments, which depict a childless life as beneficial, could also serve as an               
example of what difficulties that arise when a country has proposed new roles for women, but                
gender equality policy is lagging behind. Naturally, this paper does in no way intent to belittle                
for example the experienced importance of self-realization, or freedom, or relationship with their             
partner for women who have chosen not to have children. Neither does this paper assumes that                
all of these women have the same reason for the choice of childlessness. Even so, if Japan ranked                  
high on gender equality, perhaps birthing a child would not be associated with such big               
disadvantages.  
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The price of children 
In the excerpts from the forum discussions, there are several discussions that focus on the cost of                 
raising children in Japan (as seen in appendix: Key dimension 4. Reasons for not having children                
e.g. ” Can’t afford children”). Money is a central issue and many voices the fact that raising a                  
single child in Japan can amount to millions of Japanese yen, roughly five times the cost of                 
raising a baby in Sweden, money that is often needed for preschool, cram school, but more                
importantly, spent on expensive education such as high school and university. One woman writes              
that it took her and her husband years and years of saving just to be able to send their children                    
through high school and university. Others say that without a husband who earns a high salary,                
the cost of raising children is impossible to bear. These comments support researchers who mean               
that the gender system in Japan is still extremely influential in people’s lives, and that despite the                 
fact that women consist almost half of the workforce, when it comes to family the great divide                 
between women and men is exceptionally salient (Belarmino, 2017, Eto, 2005; Hara, 2008).             
Social policies in Japan still discourage dual income earners, and does not offer much support in                
terms of childcare, nor does Japanese companies facilitate a culture where parental leave or              
flexibility for parents is encouraged (Lee & Lee, 2014; Nemoto, 2008). 
 
Others are also pressing the fact that childbirth comes with an especially high price for women,                
and not in terms of money. Women in Japan, unlike men, need to give up their career, their                  
freedom and more or less their whole life outside the home in order to raise a child. As Sasagawa                   
(2004) points out, Japanese women have long been praised for their devotion and self-sacrifice,              
and many still take for granted that a woman withdraw from the workforce, take care of the                 
family and support her husband on his quest to become a fully-fledged “corporate warrior”              
(Dasgupta, 2003; Kato, 2013; Nemoto, 2008).  
 

“Women are forced to do housework and childcare much more than men, and there are               
no day care centers or jobs after childbirth. I had to stop working when I got pregnant                 
and my life was full of restrictions when my baby was born. I would never say that I don’t                   
love my baby, but my life is much harder than my husband’s.” (Anonymous woman 7,               
with children, Yahoo! Chiebukuro 2017) 

 
The discussion participants clearly point out that the perception of the cost of children is not only                 
related to the family’s financial situation, but also to the woman’s idea of work and her personal                 
life. As one mother puts it, childbirth becomes a cost-benefit analysis where women need to               
decide if the advantages of having children outweighs the disadvantages. Another woman also             
says that: “Both financially and mentally, childcare is a big burden.” Furthermore, another             
person writes that for a low-income household it is simply a distant dream to have children, as it                  
is already hard for anyone with an average salary. Therefore, having children does not simply               
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imply a high price for women, it is also a matter of socioeconomic status, which for many means                  
giving up a comfortable lifestyle, in terms of a stable economy. Therefore, many users say that                
they rather spend that money on themselves, enjoying life, or saving for retirement. As one of the                 
users phrases it: “children are luxury items”. Both parents and childless individuals on Komachi              
and Chiebukuro acknowledge the fact that raising children is very expensive in Japan and that it                
is not something that simply anyone can afford.  
 
Another user also writes that she did not want children because having children might cause too                
much stress, therefore perhaps cost her and her partner their intimate relationship, and change the               
way they can interact with each other on a day to day basis negatively. In these comments,                 
children are described as being in the way of the couples' relationship to each other, not only                 
stealing all their attention from one another, but also time and money — often resulting in                
problems and conflicts. In other words, some say that it is better to not risk the loving                 
relationship between husband and wife by having a child. One husband says that:  
 

“There are various causes for couples becoming unhappy, but it’s often due to children.              
It’s just too much to cope with.” (Anonymous man 1, without children, Komachi 2019) 
 

Negative perceptions of motherhood and child rearing 
 

“Almost all mothers are doing is housework, childcare, work, taking care of relatives and              
the family. After all, the majority of women with children today are forced to work like                
slaves.” (Anonymous woman 8, without children, Yahoo! Chiebukuro 2018) 
 

Many Japanese women on Chiebukuro and Komachi appear to have a rather negative image              
about how their lives would turn out as mothers (as seen in appendix: Key dimension 4. Reasons                 
for not having children e.g. ” Children a burden for women”). One of the forum-users talk about                 
the increased burden of handling both childcare and house chores: ” For everyone, childbirth and               
childcare are not always happy and enjoyable. I don’t have any time to do what I like, I have to                    
make dinner and clean and I’m always tired.” (Anonymous woman 9, with children, Komachi              
2017). She further makes a point that Japanese husbands are extremely unlikely to engage in               
house work, because they are either too busy at work, or simply lack the interest to spend time on                   
such things. This belief is supported by statistics which shows, firstly, that Japanese men spend               
very little time on childcare and housework, and secondly, that this does not change even if the                 
woman is working (Belarmino, 2017). Many of the users also writes that motherhood means              
sacrificing oneself, and submitting to the need of one’s husband and child because this is the                
duty expected of Japanese women. After having watched the hardships and inequalities their             
mothers had to put up with at home, some users say that they decided to never to give birth to a                     
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child because they never wanted to become trapped like that. This further strengthens the thesis               
by Esping-Andersen (2016:36) who says that a falling birth rate is to expect when society does                
not adapt to the new role of women, on two levels, both through work family reconciliation                
policies, but also the “equalization within couples”. Japanese women, unlike Western women as             
one user explained it, does not enjoy the freedom to choose both motherhood and employment,               
since neither society in general, nor their partners are willing to support this.  
 
Some women on the forums also express that they do not want the responsibility associated with                
children. A few people write in the discussion threads that mothers are the ones who are                
ultimately responsible for the child’s behavior, the child’s potential failures, wrongdoings or            
disobedience and that any problem that the child display is therefore naturally assumed to be the                
mother's fault. Most of the discussion entries say that the father is often distant and that men are                  
not naturally associated with children, while women are. Some comments, clearly illustrated that             
double-standards, or the so-called gendered role of parenthood very much exist in Japan and              
affect women negatively. Being questioned as a mother and praised as a father is a recurring                
comment, where a woman is supposed to know how to be a good mother because it lies within                  
her nature, and the father is complimented simply for changing diapers. A couple of mothers also                
pointed out the fact that they were asked by their employers how they would expect to be able to                   
manage both their job and their children, and the employer just assumed that the father would not                 
have time for such things.  
 

“Women are supposed to raise their children into useful human beings. But sometimes             
money problems, disabilities, and crimes can occur. I often see in such news that if               
something is wrong with the child, people think that something must be wrong with the               
mother. Why no one questions the father??” (Anonymous woman 10, without children,            
Komachi 2019) 

 
Gender equality is often described as lacking, both in the home and at work and that motherhood                 
consequently becomes a burden for women. Many say that motherhood is simply an unattractive              
choice for women and that the initiatives by the Japanese government to raise the birth rate are                 
clearly not initiated for the sake of improving the lives of women, but simply a selfish request by                  
politicians who do not understand what impact childbirth has on women.  
 
Some users write that their negative images about the life as a mother and raising children has                 
caused them to fear that they would regret giving birth to a child and therefore chose a childless                  
life. Regret is thus an issue that is salient in the discussions. Many ask whether it is possible to                   
regret motherhood, and some users answer that they do.  
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“I'm parenting now, but if I could go back to the past again, I would choose not to give                   
birth. It is really hard and painful to carry a person's life.” (Anonymous woman 11, with                
children, Yahoo! Chiebukuro 2016) 

 
While some say that parenthood is impossible to regret, many others write that there must be                
equally many women who regret motherhood, as those who do not. One woman writes that the                
idea that children would be impossible to regret simply does not make any sense, and that this is                  
something that the state wants women to believe so that they “contribute to society”.              
Furthermore, a couple of women writes that they do in fact regret becoming mothers, and that if                 
time travel was possible, they would tell their younger selves not to get married or have children                 
in such a misogynist country as Japan.  

The incomprehensible anachronism Marriage = Children  
Another reappearing theme is the questioning of marriage and children in relation to the              
happiness of women. Several discussion participants state that there cannot be anyone who still              
truly believes in the anachronism that marriage and children are equivalent, and that these two               
things are what every woman wish for: “Is true happiness as a woman in this age really                 
considered to be marriage and childcare? Is this a joke?” (Anonymous woman 12, without              
children, Yahoo! Chiebukuro 2016). This quote from one of the discussion threads shows that it               
is considered by many that the assumption of children as all women’s ultimate happiness is               
simply a relic from the past (as seen in appendix: Key dimension 3. Societal evolution e.g. ”                 
Children not true happiness for all women”). A myth that some people still however seem to                
believe. According to Sasagawa (2004) negative attitudes towards marriage and childbirth are            
often a way of resisting the idealized maternal figure in Japanese society, as well as the                
traditional understanding of women as “good wife, good mother”.  
 
Many users criticize the old understanding of childbirth as the purpose of every woman in order                
to fulfill her female destiny. Some say this is a biased and sexist heritage that is encouraged on                  
the basis of myths about maternal instinct as well as cultural traditions, and has long been used                 
by the masculine agenda in order to subordinate and control women. For instance, one woman               
says that: 
 

“Men cannot have children. However, there is no reason why women have to raise their               
children just because they have the ability to give birth, and that it is a “real happiness”.                 
Women are not birth-machines.” (Anonymous woman 13, without children, Komachi          
2017) 

 
Opinions like this appears quite frequently on the internet forums, and many questions the              
hegemonic discourse on motherhood, and state clearly that it is not in the interest, nor the duty of                  
every woman to bear children for the sake of the nation. The majority of the comments conclude                 
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the need to mainstream childbirth as a matter of gender equality, and that the focus should be on                  
developing action plans that ensure women and men's right to equal participation on the labor               
market, as well as in the home. Also, this supporting the fact that Japan is at the bottom of the U                     
in Esping-Andersens (2016) u-shaped dynamics theory. Some note that childbirth must be the             
result of free choice and love, and that anyone having a child out of obligation cannot be in their                   
right mind.  

Part 2: The traditional discourse on children and motherhood in 
Japan 
In the same threads as the modern discourse on childlessness in Japan, there are also comments                
which can be interpreted as representing a traditional discourse on childlessness, especially            
embracing stereotypical ideas about women and motherhood in relation to children. Even if these              
comments on Chiebukuro and Komachi are by no means dominating the discussions, they clearly              
exist and illustrate the result found in earlier mentioned studies which has explored stigma              
surrounding childless women (as seen in appendix: Key dimension 2. Negative perceptions of             
childless individuals e.g. ” Immature”). The traditional discourse on childlessness in Japan, by             
contrast to the modern one, also supports CDA and its perspective on discourse as a constant                
struggle for power and hegemony, as well as a tool used with a specific agenda in mind that must                   
be studied based on its specific social context (Choe et al., 2014; Fairclough, 1992). Users               
showing more traditional attitudes towards childbirth and parenthood base their opinions on for             
example perceptions of the family, gender and obligation. They also speak negatively of both the               
decision to remain childless, and about individuals who do so.  

Ideas of femininity and masculinity linked to children 
In some comments about childlessness very traditional ideas about femininity and masculinity            
are glaring in contradiction to the modern discourse. One user writes that:  
 

“A woman should have a baby and a mother should sacrifice herself for her child. There                
is no other way to be a woman. Don’t you see that children are absolutely cute?”                
(Anonymous woman 14, with children, Komachi 2018)  

 
This clearly shows her understanding of children as constituting the essence of what actually              
makes a female into a “real” woman. This user confirms the traditional understanding of women               
as complete only after giving birth to a child, which means supporting a traditional discourse on                
motherhood as the correct path for women in order to fulfill their purpose as useful human                
capital. According to Eto (2005) and Sass (2004) this has long been the normalized role of                
women, where motherhood has constituted both a desirable identity for women, and a role where               
women can acquire some status since other areas in society have traditionally been             
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male-dominated. Other comments also confirm that the assumed connection between women and            
children, between men and children looks very different. Women are often assumed to have a               
natural nurturing personality, which makes the need for children inevitable, while men are             
believed to have a predisposition for work. Parenthood is constructed based on ideals of              
femininity and masculinity, where motherhood is central and children are almost described as an              
extension of the mother. These users often describe womanhood and motherhood as the same              
thing, that it is normal for a woman to want children, and that society expects women to give                  
birth. To be well-adjusted in one's role as housewife and mother is the measure of success for                 
these users, and to have one’s own child is argued to be the greatest happiness a woman could                  
ever ask for. As several feminist scholars (Kato, 2018; Nemoto, 2008; North, 2009) also have               
pointed out, the gendered role of parenthood becomes extra visible when critically examining the              
discourse on parenthood. Not only are men never assumed to be the primary caretaker, they are                
often described as “helping their wives”, “assisting with childcare” or even “babysitting their             
children”, not sharing responsibility for the children or the home on equal terms with their               
female partners.  
 
Interestingly, no comments which argue for women to give birth to children address the              
responsibility of the father to care for the children, nor his role in the decision to remain childless                  
or not. The man is simply depicted as a supporting actor in the image of the family and does not                    
seem to bear any importance in the matter of raising children, other than to provide for his wife                  
and children financially. As (Park, 2002) describes masculinity in Japan, it does not expect much               
from men other than to assume the identity of the loyal worker and the family provider. As the                  
most important role for men to play is that of the corporate warrior who devotes himself to the                  
company, to achieve gender equality within the family is extremely difficult (Dasgrupta, 2003).             
Most Japanese companies expect men to work between at least 60 to 80 hours per week, and                 
there is little room for vacation, and even less so for taking parental leave (Ishii-Kuntz, Katsuko,                
Kato & Tsuchiya, 2004; North & Morioka, 2016). The Japanese government has until now              
shown little effort in shaping a new identity for either men or women, as well as in regard to                   
battling long working hours, or changing destructive company policies through legal action. The             
comments on Chiebukuro and Komachi shows that Japan clings to an outdated status quo of               
gender stereotypes, which keeps deterring both women and men from wanting to become             
parents.  

A real family 

An interesting observation is that both childless individuals and parents alike who write on the               
internet forums seems to have similar opinions concerning the perception of the family. Many              
comments question the fact whether a couple without children can be seen as a family or not, and                  
many seem to come to the conclusion that a couple cannot simply constitute a family (as seen in                  
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appendix: dimension 5. Arguments for having children e.g. ” A real family”). This shows that               
even though a modern discourse on the decision about childlessness is dominating on the internet               
forums, the idea of what a family is, is still heavily influenced by the traditional discourse and its                  
definition of family as mother, father and, preferably two, children (Elvin-Nowak, 2003;            
Kumagai, 1995).  

 
“But, honestly, there is no feeling of “family”. I’m feeling like “husband and me”.”  
(Anonymous woman 15, without children, Komachi 2018) 
 
“I think it would be necessary to have a child who is a bond, in order to become a “family”.” 
(Anonymous man 2, without children, Yahoo! Chiebukuro 2018) 

 
The comments by childless individuals mainly focus on the fact that they feel incomplete, that               
the feeling of family is lacking and that this feeling is amplified by society where both policy and                  
the general opinion support the understanding that two individuals constitute a couple, while             
three is a family. One woman says that she does not dare to use the word “family” when she                   
speaks about her and her husband, since it might cause confusion and irritation among other               
people because the word seems reserved only for couples with children.  
 
This is what Kato (2013) describes as an expression for the hetero-normative ideal of the nuclear                
family. In this traditional discourse, the family is an important and unquestionable social             
institution where both women and men have a specific role to go according to a social script.                 
Some users on Chiebukuro and Komachi describe this traditional social script as “natural”,             
“instinct” or “normal”. According to this traditional understanding of the family, women's role             
is to take care of the children and maintain the order in the home, while men contribute outside                  
the home through work. However, just as both Esping-Andersen (2016) and Hashimoto and             
Traphagan (2008) explains, there has been many changes in society affecting the family, which              
no longer can be argued to consist of only one format. Marriage rates has declined while divorce                 
rates has increased and extended-families through so called bonus-families has become more            
common, where several parents as well as children from different marriages are involved. As              
shown in the discussions of the internet forums, many also choose not to have children at all.                 
Furthermore, many countries are also starting to recognize same-sex marriages, which results in             
that family can consist of a same-sex couple living together, or for example two mothers, or two                 
fathers. Even so, the traditional discourse defining the family as a union of a heterosexual couple                
with preferable two children appears to dominate the discussions on Komachi and Chiebukuro.  
 
Just as Sasagawa (2004) explains, families in Japan are changing due to women’s changed              
economic roles in society. The wishes for gender equality among older generations of women              
have been transferred to their daughters, who now have the opportunity to work outside the               
home, become economically independent and create a different future for themselves. In order to              
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do so, to pursue a career, many much either postpone or forgo marriage and also childbirth. Most                 
of the users on Chiebukuro and Komachi say that childlessness is a social status that is likely to                  
become more and more common, and few speak of any solution to Japan's declining birth rate,                
other than for women to simply have more children. Just as Esping-Andersen (2016) argues, in               
line with global trends, the problem is not that the value, image or wish for a family has seen any                    
major change, the problem is that a reverse in the plunging birth rate cannot happen before the                 
government introduces work family reconciliation policies which are actually working. The           
majority of the Japanese internet users still seems to uphold the hetero normative, traditional              
discourse, with both a certain value to the word “family”, and a certain meaning.  

Negative perceptions of childless individuals 
Even if most the users express friendliness and understanding towards each others choices,             
childless or not, a few commentators have a different tone and attitude. In line with previous                
research about stigma concerning the choice of childlessness, these comments are often            
offensive, accusing and condescending (Nemoto, 2008; Park, 2002; Peterson, 2011; Sakai, 2004;            
The Guardian, 2018c; The Japan Times, 2016).  
 

“I know some people who don't have children, but most of them are mentally childish               
people.” (Anonymous woman 16, with/without children unknown, Komachi 2019) 
 
“If you don't want to give birth to a child, it seems that I can only say something like that you are 
a socially non-compliant person who needs “repairing”.” (Anonymous woman 17, with children, 
Yahoo! Chiebukuro 2016) 
 

Having children is viewed as the normative life pattern and is historically charged with              
ideological extremes in terms of gender stereotypes, especially for women (Gillespie, 2000;            
Ohinata, 1992; Lim & Skinner, 2012). When an individual strays off this “natural course” and               
breaks the normative ideal, it causes some to react by creating negative stereotypes about these               
individuals. Like previous research results on stigma towards childless women, some internet            
users on Chiebukuro and Komachi respond to the individuals who express that they do not want                
children by calling them socially awkward, childish, ignorant and as someone broken and in need               
of fixing (as seen in appendix: Key dimension 2. Negative perceptions of childless individuals              
e.g “Childless are broken”). A couple of users mentions that they sometimes get comments like               
“you will definitely regret it if you don’t have children” and “I thought so too, but then I gave                   
birth, and now I know that there is no happiness like children”. Adams (2016) describe               
comments like these in her study on why Asian women have children, where most women seem                
to talk about how unfortunate childless individuals are, and how fortunate themselves are.             
However, this study also points out that the women’s positive attitudes towards children is based               
on what they can get out of them, like for example love, fun, security, feeling of fulfillment and                  
femininity, and not the children themselves.  
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Some childless users also tell that they often feel questioned by society. One person writes that                
she is often asked to work overtime, much more often than her colleagues because she does not                 
have a valid reason (children) to leave work on time. Others write that they are reluctant to tell                  
about their decision to remain childless and pretend that they will at some point have children in                 
order not to draw any negative comments.  
 

“Only once did someone tell me “It is insane to say that you don’t need a child.” but                  
other than that most people I have spoken to don’t seem to mind if I have children or not,                   
but I see all these tv-shows, commercials and magazines that only show women with              
children, or couples with children. I wonder why they want people to believe that there               
are so few others like me who don’t need children?” (Anonymous woman 18, without              
children, Yahoo! Chiebukuro 2018) 

  
This quote shows that even though the surrounding does not explicitly tell her to have children,                
she feels that it is often difficult to express any opinion that goes against the “common sense”,                 
especially since Japanese ideology is built on the idea that every couple should want and               
naturally must have children (Kumagai, 1995; Nakano & Wagatsuma, 2004; Roberts, 2016).  

Childless people described as a burden for society 
Compared to previous studies that investigate stigma concerning childlessness, most of the users             
on Chiebukuro and Komachi who campaign a traditional discourse about having children focus             
on the childless individual’s betrayal towards Japan, rather than focusing on the personalities of              
childless individuals.  
 

“If you give birth, raise it and introduce it into society as a useful human being, it will be                   
a social contribution. If not, you are just useless to this country. Do you hate Japan?”                
(Anonymous woman 19, with/without children unknown, Komachi 2016) 

 
This person illustrates the most frequent critique towards childless individuals found on the             
Japanese internet discussion boards. In order to contribute to society, many seem to be of the                
opinion that one must have children (as seen in appendix: dimension 5. Arguments for having               
children e.g. ”Duty”). Childbirth is in other words viewed as a duty for a fully function able                 
female citizen, for the sake of the country’s continuity, while men, once again, are not even                
mentioned or pictured to have any responsibilities in this matter at all.  
 
A central part of the comments are the matter of pension and social security. The majority of the                  
users objecting to the choice of childlessness focus on the aspect of Japan as an aging society and                  
the rights to benefits and social security when growing older.  
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“If you choose not to give birth because “there’s not enough social security”, then I               
would like to say that you should live without any social benefits when you become old.”                
(Anonymous woman 20, with children, Komachi 2019) 

 
It is clear that this user believes that childless do not deserve the protection of society and have to                   
care for themselves when reaching an old age. This matter seems to worry many, as the young                 
population in Japan will not be big enough to care for the elderly a lot of people seem to think                    
that having children is a necessity for the survival of the nation. The users who stand behind a                  
traditional view on having children seem to see children not simply as a biological destiny for                
women, but also as a way to show patriotism. Childless are according to these users selfish,                
unpatriotic freeloaders who will depend on the children of others when they retire.  

Aging without children 
An important factor in the discussion on childlessness is that a lot of the users seem worried                 
about how they can cope with aging without having children (as seen in appendix: dimension 5.                
Arguments for having children e.g. “Old age uncertain”). Old age is thus a central concern               
found in comments by both childless and parents on Chiebukuro and Komachi. Some express a               
rather crass view of children, in which children are thought of as their safety line when growing                 
old, and some say that it is natural that they need their children to take care of them in return for                     
raising them. This supports an old and traditional understanding of the family as a hierarchical               
unit, where children were expected to respect and take care of their parents after they get old                 
(Kato, 2013; Kumagai, 1995). As one user puts it: “I think that if you have children, you can live                   
without worrying when you are old.“ (Anonymous woman 21, with children, Komachi 2018).             
Because some say that Japan does not have the means to care for its elderly population anymore,                 
to have children is seen as an absolute necessity when becoming old in order to survive.  
 
As previously mentioned, the general tone on the discussion boards towards childlessness is             
positive, both concerning reasons behind the choice not to become a parent, and comments from               
others with or without children to support this chosen life course. Most users on Chiebukuro and                
Komachi who do not wish to have children say that they stand firm in their decision and that they                   
have not regretted making it. Even so, the same individuals seem to worry about their choice, but                 
only when the topic of growing older is addressed, which is also something that those opposed to                 
childlessness mention when speaking of the social security system. What seems to worry             
childless is however not the issue of care taking which they believe can be solved with money, or                  
the fact that their genes will not be passed on, but the fear of dying alone. 

 
“As I have no siblings, I am really anxious about my old age. I absolutely want to die                  
before my husband, as I will probably be lonely otherwise.” (Anonymous woman 22,             
without children, Komachi 2017) 
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This woman along with other childless individuals seems to fear being left alone after the death                
of their significant other. Others say that the thought of them being alone, when their friends will                 
die surrounded by children is depressing, not because they want children but because they do not                
wish to face death alone.  

 
In summary, various attitudes towards childless individuals have been found on the Japanese             
discussion boards Chiebukuro and Komachi. These attitudes add to previous research in terms of              
what positive and negative constructs that constitutes central points in the child free position and               
how the childless identity is shaped through these. Furthermore, the users on Chiebukuro and              
Komachi help by providing a nuanced understanding of what consequences and benefits the             
decision of childlessness assumes to give in today’s Japanese society. The themes introduced             
above will be the point of departure for the concluding discussion as well as answers to the                 
research questions.  

Concluding analysis and discussion 
The purpose of this study has been to explore attitudes towards childlessness and childless              
individuals on Japanese internet forums in order to generate a more nuanced picture of rationales               
to childlessness in Japan, and to fill the gap in previous research on childlessness. Arguments in                
the discussion forums which illuminate the rationales behind childlessness, or the choice of             
having children, represent two opposing discourses on childlessness. On the one hand, the             
modern discourse on childlessness is presented as a rational and personal decision. Money,             
relationships and freedom are stressed as rational motifs behind the decision of not having              
children, and many users point out that children risk taking away all of these. On the other hand,                  
attitudes representing a traditional discourse on childlessness argue that childlessness is a choice             
made by broken and immature individuals and that having children is a duty both as a woman                 
and as a citizen of Japan. However, when addressing the issue of money, the internet users are                 
unanimous. In both the modern and the traditional discourse, money is seen as a reasonable               
explanation for choosing childlessness. Money is something which can be experienced both            
through the actual amount of money in our pockets, or through the way that people, politicians,                
social institutions or media talk about money. As a consequence, the amount in our pockets can                
feel large or small depending on which discourse on money that we adopt. Money can therefore                
be spoken of as, for example, either a mean or a limit in our lives. In Japan, it appears that the                     
latter is true since most users on the Internet forums speak of money, or savings, as “not                 
enough”, “insufficient” or as “a constant worry”. It is therefore obvious that discourse is not a                
one-dimensional phenomenon, but rather as Fairclough (1992) argues, a multilayered social           
process that is created in all sorts of social interaction between individuals, organizations,             
politicians and the media, who all have a certain agenda. Society as an overarching structure lays                
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the foundation to people’s physical life and financial freedom, in form of access to education, the                
labor market, social security, family planning, etc., but also to what people understand as for               
example normative behavior. In other words, society is the network in which social actions              
affects discourse, and discourse affects social actions (Fairclough, 1992). Money has therefore            
both a direct effect on people’s lives, and a discursive effect depending on how money, or lack                 
thereof, is spoken of and understood affecting the choice to have children or not.  
 
Since previous research on childlessness in Japan has been scarce, but especially so when              
investigating the power of language and how childlessness is phrased and practiced among             
Japanese people, this analysis present a piece in the puzzle of how the discourse is connected to                 
the reality of the plunging birth rate in Japan, which is anticipated to continue downwards (Hara,                
2008; Moriizumi, 2019). Understanding attitudes to childlessness can likely help understand why            
more and more Japanese people choose to postpone both marriage and childbirth, if having              
children at all. 

The different rationales and contradicting discourses 
The rationale behind the choice of childlessness is straightforward but threefold; money,            
relationships and lack of equality. Most users on Chiebukuro and Komachi mention money as a               
problem, and an obstacle to having children. The users who say that they have chosen not to                 
have children often talk about money as a big hindrance, either as maintaining a certain lifestyle                
after having children, or simply as how to make ends meet since the woman cannot continue                
working. Also, those in favor of children, or those who directly criticize childless admit that               
some might not be able to afford children, since giving birth to a child places such a heavy                  
financial burden on the couple. The second rationale was generated from wanting to focus on the                
relationship, where some said that a child might destroy the couple’s affection toward each other,               
or be the cause of arguments or unhappiness between the couple. Based on this rationale there                
were few benefits associated with childbirth, as the child would constitute an unnecessary             
interruption and threat to the couple’s relationship. Lastly, many of the female users argued that               
they simply could not have children because it would be impossible to continue their current               
lifestyle, as they did not expect their partners to assist with child rearing or housework.  
 
However, these rationales represent one of two overarching and opposing discourses on attitudes             
towards childlessness in Japan, along with the articulation of the childless identity; a modern              
versus a traditional discourse. Through the modern discourse the childless identity is constructed             
through freedom, happiness, good adult relationships, self-realization and wealth. The traditional           
discourse however, describes childless individuals as selfish, ignorant, childish and lacking a            
common sense, similar to opinions found in previous research (Park, 2002; Peterson, 2014;             
Sakai, 2004). In line with other studies on stigma against childless individuals, the traditional              
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discourse portray motherhood as something inevitable, biological and childbirth as the “correct”            
way of living (Ambjörnsson & Bromseth, 2010; Sass, 2004). In contrast, the modern discourse              
questions idealistic gender roles, motherhood and what actually constitutes common sense.           
Between these discourses there are obvious conflicting interests, where one advocates free            
choice of the individual and points out that there are no benefits of having children in Japan,                 
while the other favor loyalty towards the state by carrying on the Japanese heritage, and the                
traditional values of women’s roles. Compared to the above presented research on childlessness,             
this study found that Japanese people, at least on the internet, express a much more accepting                
attitude towards childless individuals overall, and that their choice is often described as a rational               
decision, even through the position of parents. In their study Morison et al. (2016) discuss the                
meaning of the Internet for childless, where Internet allows for the construction of identities, to               
connect with others and to express opinions or ask questions on a platform where one can feel                 
safe, and protected by anonymity. In the case of the Japanese forum users, the accepting or                
rationalized attitudes towards childless could perhaps be an expression of a need for release from               
the conservative hegemony in “real life”. But it could also simply represent a change in what                
nowadays actually constitutes the “normal”. What is also interesting to mention is that previous              
research (Letherby, 2002; Tanturri & Mencarini, 2008) that has investigated the stigma around             
the choice of childlessness has found a difference between childless and child free, where the               
character of child free individuals is much more criticized due to their decision. The majority of                
the users on Chiebukuro and Komachi does however not directly state whether they consider              
themselves child free or childless, but the attitudes expressed definitely mirrors opinions of child              
free individuals found by other scholars (Letherby, 2002; Moriizumi, 2019; Sass, 2004).            
Childless, regardless of reason, seems by most to be considered a private matter and only a few                 
women on Chiebukuro and Komachi say that they knew early on that they would never want any                 
children, but the majority express a more ambivalent opinion. Read from an outsider perspective,              
it sounds as if many of the users on Chiebukuro have not decided if they are child free, or                   
childless and that the line between is not always as clear as previous research has suggested                
(Letherby, 2002; Tanturri & Mencarini, 2008). Naturally, what the individual believes matters            
the most, whether one sees oneself as childless or child free, and whether this is voluntary or not.  
 
However, the result of this paper raises a need to question the understanding of the line between                 
the labels of childless och child free. At first glance, most of the comments seems to speak about                  
voluntary childlessness, but the question is if it is really voluntary? Since more and more women                
and men postpone marriage, childbirth is delayed as well, sometimes deliberately and sometimes             
to a point where the couple can no longer conceive (Moriizumi, 2019). If current policy, social                
structures and gender inequalities has taken away the agency of women, perhaps voluntary             
childlessness becomes a mean to retake a little agency. By implicitly forcing women to choose               
between either work or children, without much support from their significant other in the home               
in combination with the current costs of child rearing, perhaps voluntary childlessness seems like              
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the most sensible solution. Since Esping-Andersen (2016), and Roberts (2016) point out that             
there has been little change in the preferred family size, it does not sound “voluntary” when the                 
majority of Japanese Internet users raise money as an impeding factor. Naturally, also men are               
affected by the inequality, but for them it means tons of work, poor health, sleep-deprivation and                
no time with their family — if they have enough time to find a marriage partner.  

The relationship between the declining birthrate and women’s traditional         
roles as mothers in Japan: a paradox 
In spite of the fact that traditional gender roles still are extremely preserved in Japan, the birth                 
rate is the lowest of the lowest among the OECD countries. The different discourses mentioned               
above clash with each other, compete for hegemony, and thus generate a paradox where there is                
little room for compromise between tradition and modernity. Women’s roles are on the one hand               
still defined by the expectation to fulfill the traditional, female destiny as a wife and a mother,                 
since childbirth is still articulated in policy, in media and by many as the most significant turning                 
point and purpose of women’s lives (Fujita, 1986). On the other hand, the Japanese society is                
ruled by neoliberalisms ideals; an extreme form of market economy, in combination with for              
example a desire for economic growth and social welfare has made it necessary for women to                
become part of the labor force. In order to keep women on the labor market, the new role of                   
women is related to building a career and being a loyal employee who can participate at work on                  
equal terms (at least in theory) with their male counterparts (Kato, 2018; Wood & Newton,               
2006). With its contradicting demands on women, Japan almost seems to suffer from a multiple               
personality disorder, since it on the one hand pressures women to assume their destined roles as                
homemakers, but at the same time demands full-time dedication to work in order to contribute to                
society; a lifestyle in which it is impossible to assume the full responsibility and devote oneself                
to raising the children, as Japanese tradition requires of the mother. The conflict between the old                
and the new, the modern and the traditional side of Japan is present in all comments on                 
Chiebukuro and Komachi where the female users describe how they have to maneuver the              
contradicting demands of society. Because one cannot be in two places at one time, both the                
full-time housewife and the hard-working employee, it seems obvious that Japanese women need             
to come up with different coping strategies and acceptable reasons to choose an alternative path.               
The two strategies, or reasons, which stands out are, firstly the idealizing of the modern way of                 
thinking and living a modern lifestyle in which children are no longer argued as necessary for                
self-fulfillment or happiness (Nemoto, 2008; Moore, 2014; Peterson, 2014; Sakai, 2004). In this             
discourse the focus lies on recreation and freedom, that women can be happy and feminine               
without children. After analyzing the competing discourses, is almost seems as if the identity of               
the modern woman constructed in this new discourse is a reaction towards all forms of age-old                
prejudice which has confined and exploited Japanese women for decades.  
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Secondly, the matter of money seems to have become both the perfect counterargument against              
the pro-natalist ideal, and the most rational explanation to why both women and men do not want                 
children in Japan. Money is said to be an extremely important issue that the discussion               
participants on the Japanese internet forums all can relate to, and the most frequently stated               
reason for why several of the users have chosen not to have children, or believe that childless                 
individuals are happier than parents. Money has thus become the perfect reason and excuse for               
childlessness, a strategy to legitimate childlessness and it seems that it could become generally              
accepted in society, due to the extreme costs associated with child rearing and education. Since               
Japan in general has an underdeveloped infrastructure when it comes to outsourcing house             
chores and childcare, the possibility for mothers to juggle both a job and a child is impossible,                 
unlike in for example the Nordic countries (Fujita, 1986; Hara, 2008; Mirza, 2016; Peterson,              
2014). In Sweden where childcare services, as well as the welfare system are far more available                
and inexpensive, money is simply not a socially accepted excuse to renounce motherhood, as it is                
believed by the majority that one should be able to both have a child and a career outside the                   
home (Peterson, 2014). Drawing on this analogy between gender equality and women’s roles, it              
is no surprise that the birth rate in the Nordic countries is recovering, while in Japan, remaining                 
at a troubling level. 

Gender (in)equality in Japan among other problems 
Naturally the Japanese government must have realized this issue, since they have been trying              
albeit halfheartedly to battle the declining birth rate for decades with various anti-discrimination             
and Family friendly policies (Dalton, 2017; Eto, 2005; Yoshida & Yoshida, 2011; Zhou, 2015),              
an increased amount of childcare services (Kato, 2018; Mirza, 2016), etc (Gender Equality             
Bureau Cabinet, 1999; 2016). So, this leaves one to wonder exactly what the problem is, since                
money and gender roles are still the two most prominent reasons behind people’s positive              
attitudes towards childlessness, and negative perceptions of motherhood and child rearing. The            
fact that Japan has always been reluctant to change is widely known and exemplified in various                
fields of research (Fujita, 1986; Kumagai, 1995; North, 2009), but in this case one would believe                
that it should be in the whole country's best interest to balance women’s roles through extended                
gender equality policies and social reforms. Obviously, some reforms have already been            
introduced, and one can but imagine the reason that these reforms have not worked, or generated                
the positive effect the Japanese government hoped for; namely, insufficient funding. Social            
reforms cost a huge amount of money and does not happen overnight. After having studied the                
subject, there is not one simple solution to the problem of the declining birth rate in Japan,                 
because the government has been digging their own grave for years. Firstly, the elderly              
population has been growing which has resulted in a substantial sum from the state budget being                
allocated for paying pension benefits, as well as health care services and to other care facilities                
for the elderly. Naturally, these services are assumed to be supported through tax money paid by                
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the working generation, but this generation is soon to be outgrown by the elderly population and                
thus there are not enough workers to cover the expenses of the older Japanese generations.               
Secondly, because of this impossible equation, the Japanese government depends on women who             
have traditionally been home with children to work in order to contribute to the economy. At the                 
same time, the government urges women to give birth and to be responsible for the upbringing of                 
future generations of Japanese citizens, but due to this impossible combination of roles imposed              
upon women, the fertility rate has reached a critical level. So, in order to solve the declining birth                  
rate, the Japanese government would need to significantly raise its level of gender egalitarianism.  
 
However, this study has also found another concern which needs to be raised for discussion. This                
paper builds on the theory of discourse as a mean to exercise power and a tool to normalize a                   
position of a certain idea, group or norm (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002). In the case of Japan, the                  
traditional discourse has been utilized to justify women's subordinate position and their role as              
homemakers. After reading the comments by the female internet users, it is however clear that               
the idea of simply adding another discourse, without making any adjustment to the ideology of               
women's roles in the traditional one, has backfired. Discourse both shapes and is shaped by               
social processes, by the actions and language of people, but also shaping them, so the matter of                 
childlessness in Japan is therefore both constructing and constructed by how people talk about it.               
The discourse found on Komachi and Chiebukuro is generally a modern one, imprinted by              
financial and relationship oriented arguments which seem to have led to a social acceptance              
towards childlessness, since children are illustrated either as luxury items, or as threats to a good                
relationship between husband and wife. The question is therefore if the birth rate in Japan would                
recover in the same way it has done in the Nordic countries if the Japanese government                
introduced more legal reforms, or if the modern discourse on childlessness will already have              
caused a normalizing process and a change in how Japanese people perceive the family norm.               
Perhaps childlessness will in some cases, for example for low income earners, part-time workers,              
or women who seek a career, become the new normal. In that case, once a new norm which                  
states that it is alright not to have children has gained a foothold in society, it might be difficult                   
to change. This is yet another problem for the Japanese government to tackle, and looking at the                 
discourse on Chiebukuro and Komachi, they should address these issues sooner rather than later.              
Compared to other countries, Japanese gender equality policy has been characterized by too             
much talk and too little action, and this is clearly reflected in the frustrated comments by female                 
internet forum users, who seem to think that there are too many disadvantages in becoming a                
mother. Naturally, there is no perfectly gender equal society, the Nordic countries who usually              
appear as front runners on this matter also have many problems to combat (Esping-Andersen,              
2016; Elvin-Nowak, 2003), but after studying the voices of Japanese internet users, it is clear that                
Japan lags behind on many areas (Hara, 2008). The attitudes among childless individuals, as well               
as parents, on Chiebukuro on Komachi can be viewed as a hint to Japan's level of gender                 
egalitarianism and as parenthood is deemed as both expensive and burdensome, gender equality             
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reforms has not been working. The aim of this paper has been to contribute with a piece of                  
important information previously overlooked in research by exploring the attitudes to           
childlessness among Japanese Internet users and how these are connected to the paradox of the               
low birthrate and traditional gender roles. However, more research is needed in order to              
understand what factors that might normalize the decision of childlessness in spite of Japan's              
conservative gender ideology. The goal needs to be the improvement of the lives of women, for                
example in their role as mothers, and more research needs to explore the attitudes towards gender                
roles in Japan and how these can be changed.  
 
Conclusion 
 
This paper has explored the attitudes towards childlessness among Japanese internet users in             
order to better understand what factors might explain the paradox of the declining birthrate in               
Japan, despite conservative gender roles that in many ways constitute the foundation of the              
Japanese society (Roberts, 2016). Even if the general attitude towards childlessness found in this              
thesis was more sympathetic, positive and accepting compared to attitudes found previous            
research, two conflicting discourses on childlessness was found on the Japanese internet forums;             
a modern versus a traditional one.  
 
This paper supports the theory of Esping-Andersen (2016) where it is assumed that there needs               
to be a change in terms of gender equality on two levels in order to reverse the negative birth                   
trend; both in the attitudes of people and in policy. This study found that money, relationships,                
and conflicting roles are commonly stated reasons for childlessness among the Internet users.             
Since money constituted the most prominently voiced reason rationalizing the decision of            
childlessness among the Internet users, more research needs to focus on how Japanese women              
and men perceive their financial situation in relation to having children. If more and more people                
worry about the cost of having a child, perhaps childlessness will indeed become the new norm,                
as children will be a matter of social income status. These results indicate that the Japanese                
government needs to stop talking about the responsibility of couples and start talking about what               
economic incentives and welfare system reforms are needed in order to reverse the birth rate, and                
which ones are feasible. Future research also needs to focus on how to effectively battle gender                
discrimination against women in Japan, both in the private and public sphere, in order to change                
negative perceptions of childbearing and motherhood.  
 
In summary, the problem of Japan’s declining birth rate seems to be a bundle of intersecting                
problems, originating in the lack of gender equality, in combination with the persistence of              
maintaining the traditional gender divide but at the same time adding the responsibility of work               
to women’s roles. Suggestions for future research would be to determine whether there is an               
increased social acceptance towards childlessness, or if childlessness simply is a side effect of a               
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state policy that undermines the possibility for women to combine work and motherhood. More              
research is also needed in order to understand attitudes towards childlessness in Japan, also              
among younger generations, to understand how the discourse on children, marriage and            
parenthood might be affected by the increase in the amount of childless couples and singles. 
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Appendix: Examples of analysis 

Key dimension 1. Positive perceptions of childless individuals  
 

Theme: A childless life as desirable  
 
Freedom 
 
 
 
Happiness 
 
 
 
Travel 
 
 
 
Enjoying life 
 
 
 
 
Flexibility  
 

 

1. 夫婦で贅沢できるので、毎週末は
外食、年に2度は海外旅行。国内旅
行にもよく行きます。 
We, husband and wife, are able to       
enjoy luxury such as eating out every       
weekend, and traveling abroad twice a      
year. We also often travel within the       
country. 
 

2. 私の知り合いにも、子供がいない
夫婦は沢山いますが、旅行や外食
等と夫婦で仲良く楽しいんでいま
すし、子持ちより仲も良いです
よ。 
There are lot of couples without      
children among my acquaintances    
who enjoy trips, eating out etc, and       
they even seem to maintain a better       
relationships than couples with    
children. 
 

3. 「出産前は、本当に自由だった
な」と思う事が、よくあります。 
I often look back on myself who was        
really free before the childbirth. 
 

4. 子供いらない派は、わりと柔軟に
対応してるのにね 
Couple who don’t have children can      
live flexibly.  
 

5. 子供が授からなかったご夫婦でも2
人で楽しく生活している方がいる
のは事実です。 
It is true that there are married couples        
who don’t have children and live      
happily. 
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6. 子供のいない夫婦のほうが仲が良
いは、その通りだと思いますよ。 
I think it's true that married couples       
who don't have children are closer. 

 
Self-Realization  
 
 
 

 
 

Evolving  
 
 
 
 
 
Live my own life 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have other things to do do 

1. 自分の人生、自分らしく生きた
い。子供がいない方が自分らしく
いれる。 
I want to live my life being me.        
Without children, I will be able to live        
my own life and make the best out of         
me. 
 

2. 種の保存云々ではなく、完全に人
間一人ひとりが「個体」として満
たされることを考えていれば、子
どもなんか欲しいわけないです。 
If you are thinking that each and every        
human being is fully satisfied as an       
“individual”, rather than about the     
preservation of the species, you do not       
want any children. 
 

3. だからって子供欲しくない派の方
が偉いとは言いませんけどね。し
かし、その人が進化してる。 
I do not say that those who do not         
want children are better. But they are       
evolving. 
 

4. 私自身も趣味が沢山あり旦那も好
きな仕事ができていて充実してい
ます。  
I have many hobbies. My husband      
likes his job as well. We are very        
happy. 

 
 
 
Focus on the relationship 
 
  

1. 子供のいないご夫婦のほうがみな

若くて仲良しでアクティブです

ね。 
I think all couples without children      
look youthful, friendly and active. 
 

2. 起きるのも寝るのも一緒、仕事も
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Couples without children seem happy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Doing things together as couple 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fun together as husband and wife 

一緒、ご飯もお風呂も買い物も一
緒。それが3年間です。毎日が楽し
くて。今までの人生で、今が一番
幸せです。 
Waking up and going to bed together,       
working together, meals, bathing and     
shopping together. That's my three     
years of marriage. I enjoy every day. I        
am the happiest of all my life. 
 

3. 子供いらない。理由は主人と一緒
にいることが楽し 
I don’t want children. The reason is       
it’s fun to be with my husband. 
 

4. 二人で旅行したり、温泉に行った
り、家で食事するのも近所の買い
物も一緒。毎日楽しいです。 
Traveling, going to hot springs, eating      
at home and shopping in the      
neighborhood, we are always together     
as husband or wife. It is fun every        
day. 

 
5. 主人と出会ってからずっと今が一

番幸せ！状態です。  
After meeting my husband, I am      
always like "happiest ever!". 

 
Well-off 
 
 
 
Can save money 
 
 
 
Use money for oneself 

 

1. 苦労せずに済むし何千万ものお金

を使わずに済みますもの。全部自

分達で使えるのですよ。  
You do not have to struggle, and you        
do not spend tens of thousands of yen.        
You can use it all by yourself. 
 

2. 子供がいなければ教育費もかかり

ませんからその分豊かな老後が可

能です。  
Couples without children can spend a      
wealthy old age because they don’t      
incur costs for education. 
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Personal decision 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Freedom of choice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No need to force  

1. つまり子供を産む自由も生まない

自由もあるということです。 
In other words, there is freedom to       
give birth and freedom not to give       
birth. 
 

2. 子供を持たないという選択は個人

の考え方であり自由だと思いま

す。 
I think the option to decide to not have         
children is free to everyone. 
 

3. 自分の人生に必要ないと決めてい

るなら、別に強制される必要性は

無いと思う。 
There’s no need to force you if you        
decided that you don't need your own       
children in your life. 
 

4. 娘さんが子供を産むか産まないか

は娘さんがお決めになり人生を歩

むことです。  
It is your daughter's life and decision       
to decide whether she gives birth to a        
child or not. 
 

5. 産むも産まないもあなたの自由で
す。 
It is your freedom of choice to give or         
not give birth 

 
   

Key dimension 2. Negative perceptions of childless individuals (negative attitudes towards           
childless individuals)  

 

Theme: Burden for society 
 

1. なんというか、その発想自体が子
供っぽく感じてしまいます。 
Somehow, the idea itself feels     
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Childish 
 
 
 
Immature 

 
 
 
 
Childless are broken  

childish. 
 

2. 子供を持たない方を何人か知って
いますが、精神的に幼い人ばかり
です。 
I know some people who don't have       
children, but most of them are      
mentally  childish people. 
 

3. 子供を産みたがらないからといっ
て、「更正」が必要な社会不適合
者であるかのような発言は、どう
かしてるとしか思えません。 
If you don't want to give birth to a         
child, it seems that I can only say        
something like that you are a social       
non-compliant person who needs    
"repairing". 
 

 
Freeloaders 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Insulting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No social benefits 

1. 貴方がたが年老いた時、社会を支

えているのは今の子供たちです。 
When you are old, it will be the        
children of today who are supporting      
our society. 
 

2. あなたたちがバカにしてる、まさ

に今子供を産んで育ててる人の子

供が、担うサービスですよね。 
It is a service carried by the children        
of who are born and raised now,       
which you are insulting. 
 

3. 私達の子供に頼らないで下さい

ね。 
Please do not rely on our children. 
 

4. べつにかまいませんが、年金は次
世代が支えてくれるものですので
年金は受け取らないでください
ね。 
It doesn't matter, but please don't      
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receive a pension as this is something       
that the next generation will support. 
 

5. 社会保障が無いから、とか社会の
せいにして産まなかったのであれ
ば、一切の恩恵を受けずに暮らし
てくださいと言いたくなります。 
If you choose not to give birth       
because "there’s not enough social     
security", then I would like to say that        
you should live without any social      
benefits.  

 

 
Unpatriotic 
 
 
 
 
Moral imperative 
 
 
 
 
Future in danger 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Children necessary for society  

1. 日本の将来のために言いたいので
すが、子供が出来ないあるいは産
めない人は仕方がないですが、子
供無しでも楽しいから子供はいら
ないって幼稚じゃないですか。 
I have to say for the sake of Japan’s         
future, while it can’t be helped that       
some people cannot give birth to      
children, it feels childish that some      
not want children because they have      
“fun” without children. 
 

2. 国家の基礎は国民、国土、法律
（領土・人民・主権）ですから、
子孫を作らなければ、社会に迷惑
がかかります。 
Because the foundation of a nation is       
the people, land, and law (territorial,      
people, and sovereignty), unless we     
make offspring, it will cause trouble      
to society.  
 

3. 貴方みたいな人間がいるから、日
本が少子化の傾向に行ってしまう
のです。 
Because people like you exist, the      
birthrate in Japan is declining. 
 

4. これは、社会にとって危機的な状
況です。大多数の女性が出産しな
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い場合、社会は機能しないですか
らね。 
This is a critical situation for society.       
Society will not function if the      
majority of women do not give birth. 

 
Ignorant 

 
 
 
 
 
No experience 
 
 
 
 
 
Feeling changed after birth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One with mother 

1. 一人っ子の女性は赤ちゃんに接し

たことがあまり無く、子供を持つ

ことの幸せや良さがわかっていな

いのです。 
An only child doesn’t have any      
brothers or sisters and has not been in        
contact with babies, so they do not       
know the happiness and goodness of      
children.  
 

2. あなたは経験していないからわか

らない 
I think you can’t know because you       
have not experienced it.  
 

3. 出産前は、あなたと同じ考えでし

た。でも産んだ後の気持ちは１８

０度変わった。 
Before giving birth, I was thinking the       
same as you. But the feeling after       
birth changed 180 degrees. 
 

4. わが子とは、自分そのものです。
それは、産んでみないとわからな
い感情だと思います。 
My child is myself. I think that is an         
emotion you don't understand unless     
you give birth.  

 
   

 

Key dimension 3. Societal evolution 
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Theme 3: Changing values in Japan

 
 
 
 
Increasingly commonplace 

 
 
 
 
 
Many childless couples 
 
 
 
 
 
Fulfilling life 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many with same opinion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Not strange 

1. 子どもがいない夫婦なんて、周り

を見れば沢山いますよ。 
If you look around you, there are       
many couples who don't have     
children. 
 

2. 結婚したくない、子供産みたくな

い、なんて現代では当たり前にな

りつつあります。 
There are many who will not want to        
marry and have children. It is      
becoming commonplace nowadays. 
 

3. 私の周りには、あえて子供を持た

ない夫婦が何組もいますが、みん

な充実した人生を送っておられま

す。  
There are many couples who don't      
have any children around me, but they       
all have a fulfilling life. 
 

4. 結婚するとしても子供なんて絶対
欲しくないし、子供が欲しいと
思ってる人とは一緒になりたくな
いです。今まで自分の考えがおか
しいと思っていたので同じ意見の
人がいることにビックリしまし
た！ 
Even if I get married, I don't really        
want children, and I don't want to be        
with people who want children. But I       
was surprised that there were people      
with the same opinion as mine,      
because I have been thinking that my       
idea was strange until now! 
 

5. それで現実はどうなったかという
と、非婚者は激増。結婚してもあ
まり子供を持ちたくない夫婦も激
増。 
So what happened in reality is that       
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non-married people are on the rise.      
And the number of couples who do       
not strongly want children are     
increasing rapidly.  

6. "一度だけ「子供がいらないなんて
おかしい」と言ってくる人がいま
したが、それ以外の私が話したほ
とんどの人は子供がいてもいなく
ても気にしないといった感じで
す。しかしながらテレビやコマー
シャル、雑誌などでは成人女性や
夫婦は大概子供と一緒です。実際
はそんなこともないのに、なぜそ
こまでして子無しの夫婦または独
身が珍しいことにしたいのか疑問
です。" 
“Only once did someone tell me “It is        
insane to say that you don’t need a        
child.” but other than that most people       
I have spoken to don’t seem to mind if         
I have children or not, but I see all         
these tv-shows, commercials and    
magazines that only show women     
with children, or couples with     
children. I wonder why they want us       
to believe that there are so few       
singles, or couples with no children      
when it’s not true?”   

 
 

Marriage doesn’t mean children. 
 
 
 
 
 
Children not true happiness for all women. 
 
 
 
 

1. 結婚＝子ども、と考えていない。 
Not thinking like "marriage =     
children". 
 

2. 結婚＝子供を作るとかそういうの

は固定概念だし、今は変わってき

ている。 
It is a fixed concept "Marriage =       
Making a child". But it’s changing      
now. 
 

3. いまどき、子供を生み育てる事が

「女性としての本当の幸せ」だな
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Maternal myths.  
 
 
 
 
Children as women’s destiny an anachronism. 

 
 

んて、時代錯誤甚だしいとはこの

事でしょう。 
Nowadays, it is probably an     
anachronism that raising a child is      
"true happiness as a woman." 
 

4. 日本にはまだ「母性神話」「過剰

なまでの子供神話」が根強く残っ

ています。 
In Japan, "maternal myths" and     
"infant children's myths" still persist. 
 

5. 結婚する→子供を産む…という事

を義務の様に言う人達の気持ちが

偏りがあると思います。 
I think that those who say that       
marriage and giving birth to children      
is a duty are biased.  
 

6. 今どき結婚と出産が女の夢であり

宿命と考えるのが時代錯誤！ 
It is anachronism to think that      
marriage and childbirth are women's     
dreams and destiny now.  

 
Women’s new roles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Women can earn their own money 
 
 
 
 

1. それに、女性は「産む機械」じゃ
ない。 
Women are not 'birth machines'. 
 

2. 今は女性が自分で稼ぐ時代だ。 
Now is the time for women to earn        
their own money. 
 

3. 女性としての本当の幸せって、こ
の時代に結婚ですか？これ、釣り
なのかなぁ？ 
Is true happiness as a woman in this        
age really considered to be marriage      
and childcare? Is this a joke? 
 

4. 男性は、子供を生むことはできま
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In the West, women can have both work and         
children.  
 
 
 
 
More people live alone.  
 
 

 

せんが、ただ出産能力があるから
といって、女性が子育てをしなけ
ればならない道理も、それが「本
当の幸せ」である道理もありませ
ん。 
Men can not have children. However,      
there is no reason why women have to        
raise their children just because they      
have the ability to give birth, and that        
it is a “real happiness”. 
 

5. 欧米では、女性は望めば、仕事
も、結婚も、子どもも(出産、育
児)、すべてを手に入れます。 
In the West, women can get      
everything such as work, marriage,     
and children (birth and childcare) if      
they wish.  
 

6. 「女は結婚して、家事をして、子
供を産んで育てて当たり前」って
世論が色濃いですからね・・・。
でも現在は結婚をしないという男
女も増えてきています。昔と違い
女性も社会進出し、自立できてい
るので1人でも生きて行けるように
なってきました。 
Public opinion persists, that is "the      
woman gets married, then does     
housework, and gives birth and raises      
a child and is natural." But now more        
and more men and women decide not       
to get married. Unlike in the past,       
women have also advanced to society      
and can stand on their own, so they        
can now live alone. 

 

 
Women's choice 
 
 
 

1. 子供を生まない、というのはあく
まで自由な選択であって、道徳に
まで反するようなことではないの
ではと思います。 
I think that not giving birth to children        
is just a free choice, and it is not         
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No moral imperative  
 
 
 
No obligation 

something that goes against morality. 
 

2. 女性に子供を産む義務はありませ
ん。 
There’s no obligation for women to      
have children. 
 

3. 女には生き方を選ぶ権利がある。 
Women have the right to choose their       
way of life. 

   
 

Key dimension 4. Reasons for not having children  
 

Theme 4: Downsides of having children
 

 
 
 
Threat to relationship 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Children an interruption 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Life will change 

1. せっかく旦那さんとラブラブな関

係を子育てで中断する事ありませ

んって。もったいないですよ。 
There is no need to interrupt the       
loving relationship with your husband     
with child care. It's a waste. 
 

2. 夫婦が不仲になる原因は様々だけ

ど、多くの場合は子供のこと。 
There are various causes for couples      
becoming unhappy, but it’s often due      
to children. 
 

3. 子どもがいるでは、そりゃ夫婦は

変わる。子ども中心になるよ。 
The couple will change if they have       
children. Life will become    
child-centered. 
 

4. 私が溺愛するのは主人だけでいて
ほしいのだそう。確かに子供や
ペットがいたら愛情表現や主人の
ことを考える時間は減るだろうな
と思います。 
My husband seems to hope that the       
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only one who loves is him. Certainly, I        
think there will be less time to think        
about love expressions and about     
husband if there are children and pets. 
 

5. 妊娠中も「これでいよいよ夫婦二
人の生活が終わるのかぁ」としつ
こく思ってましたけど。 
Even during pregnancy, I was thinking      
many times like "This will end the life        
of us as a couple". 

 
Regret having children 
 
 
 
 
 
Fear  
 
 
 
 
 
Children not enjoyable for everyone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pro-natalist propaganda by society 

1. 周りは、子供が出来たら変わる、

子供は宝だ、嫌いだとしても産め

ば何とかなる、子供がいるから頑

張れるとか言いますけど、実際そ

うなんでしょうか？ 
The surroundings say, "If you give      
birth to a child, life changes", "A child        
is a treasure", "Even if you dislike       
children, it will work out if you give        
birth," or "You can work hard because       
of your children." Is that really true? 
 

2. 誰にとっても出産子育てが幸せと

楽しという訳ではない。 
For everyone, childbirth and childcare     
are not always happy and enjoyable. I       
don’t have any time to do what I like, I          
have to make dinner and clean and I’m        
always tired. 
 

3. 産んで後悔する人もいるだろう。 
Some regret giving birth. 
 

4. なぜか、子ども欲しい派の人っ

て、恐ろしいくらい「子ども＝

善」の図式にとらわれてる気がし

ます。  
For some reason, I think that people       
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who think that everybody need     
children are stuck in a crazy and a        
little scary national propaganda, like     
“child = just”. 
 

5. 「産んで後悔することは絶対にな

い」という考え方の根拠は社会の

要請です。それだけです。実際に

は、子供を生んで後悔する人も、

子供を生まないで後悔する人も同

じくらいいます。 
The basis of the idea that "it is        
absolutely impossible to regret giving     
birth" is the voice of society. That's       
all. In fact, there are equally many of        
those who regret giving birth to      
children, and those who do not give       
birth and regret.  
 

6. そしてわたしも、もしかしたら障

害児が生まれるかもしれないとい

う恐れがあります。 
And I also fear that I might give birth         
to a child with disabilities.  
 

7. 育児を今していますが、もう一度

過去に戻れるのなら、産まない選

択をしますよ。人の人生を背負う

のは本当にきつく、苦しいです。 
I'm parenting now, but if I can go back         
to the past again, I would choose not        
to give birth. It is really hard and        
painful to carry a person's life. 
 

8. 若い頃に戻れたら結婚も子育ても

私はしたくないです、それより自

分の人生に時間を使いたいです。 
If I could return to my younger days, I         
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would not want to marry or become a        
parent, and I would spend time more       
for my own life. 

 
Motherhood is just housework and childcare 
 
 
 
 
No help from husband 
 
 
 
 
 
Women slaves in Japan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lack of childcare services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can’t continue working 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. 子どもがいる女性は、これ以上の

幸せはありえない、という自分の

考えを他にも押し付けたがりま

す。  
Women who have children are     
tempted to push their own thoughts      
that they can not be more happy. 
 

2. 家事、育児、仕事、親戚付き合

い、家事育児はほぼ全てママがし

ています。多くの旦那はやるやる

詐欺で満足に出来ません。結局現

代の子持ち女性の大多数は、奴隷

の様に働く事を強いられるので

す。  
Almost all mothers is doing     
housework, childcare, work, taking    
care of relatives and the family. Most       
husbands are all talk and no action,       
they promise to help and then don’t.       
So, the majority of women with      
children today are forced to work like       
slaves. 
 

3. 保育園不足が現代の悲惨さを物

語っています。  
Lack of nursery schools reflects the      
current misery. 
 

4. 女は男以上に家事育児労働を強い
られ、産後も託児所や仕事がな
い。 
Women are forced to do housework      
and childcare much more than men,      
and there are no day care centers or        
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Children a burden for women 

 

jobs after childbirth. I had to stop       
working when I got pregnant and my       
life was full of restrictions when my       
baby was born. I would never say that        
I don’t love my baby, but my life is         
much harder than my husband’s.  
 

5. 出産後、女にばかり負担がかかる
のが日本という国の実態です。こ
の国での少子化は当然の結果で
す。 
It is the actual condition of Japan that        
only women are burdened after giving      
birth. The declining birth rate in this       
country is a natural result of this. 
 

6. 現在も、毎日イライラしたり、子
供が急に病気や怪我をして、大事
な約束をドタキャンせざるを得な
かったり。 
Even now I'm irritated everyday, like I       
often had to cancel my own      
appointments and promises to friends     
last minute, since my children got sick       
or hurt. 
 

7. 赤ちゃんが育つまではとにかく母
親は制限だらけです。 
Motherhood is full of restrictions until      
the baby grows up. 
 

8. 産むのも女性ですが、育児も結局
女性側の負担が大きいので (...) 
It is a woman who gives birth, and        
after all childcare also bears a heavy       
burden on the woman (...) 

 
Children as nuisances 
 
 
 
 

1. 子持ちの友人から、「反抗期が大

変で壁に穴をあけられた」「受験

に失敗してグレてる」「大学の授

業料が高額すぎて親は小遣いゼロ

が続いてる」「息子が結婚して嫁

の実家にいりびたり」などなど愚
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Don’t like children 
 
 
 
 
 
Not all children are good 
 
 
 
Mother is responsible 

 

痴ばかり聞かされます。 
I've heard many complaints from my      
friends that "the rebellious phase was      
terrible, my wall was even broken",      
"the tuition for university is too      
expensive, parent's allowance is    
reduced to nothing", "my son is a       
constant guest in his wife's     
neighborhood, he never comes to visit      
us." 
 
 

2. 私たちの場合は、単に子供が嫌い

だから。 
In our case, we simply don't like       
children. 

 
3. 家の中は片付けても片付けても散

らかります。理想と現実は違いま

すよ。 
Even if you clean up the house, it        
becomes a mess soon again. The ideal       
and the reality are different. 
 

4. 女性はみんな母性があると、勘違

いされがちですよね。ない人だっ

ている。個人差がある。 
It is often misunderstood that all      
women have a feeling of maternity,      
but this is untrue. There are individual       
differences. 
 

5. お金、障がい、犯罪を起こす可能
性。 
Women are supposed to raise their      
children into useful human beings. But      
sometimes money problems,   
disabilities, and crimes can occur. I      
often see in such news that if       
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something is wrong with the child,      
people think that something must be      
wrong with the mother. Why no one       
questions the father?? 
 

6. 他にやりたい事がある以上、子供
の存在は足かせでしかありませ
ん。 
As long as you have something else       
you want to do, having children is       
only a drag. 
 

7. ニートだったり、ギャンブルにく
るったり、親を苦しめるような子
供だっている事を忘れていません
か？  
Have you forgotten that there are also       
children who become NEETs, do     
gambling, and hurt their parents? 

 
Big cost  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only people with money can have children 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can’t afford 
 
 
 

1. 子供を一人育て上げるのに、現在

とてもお金がかかりますよ。 
It takes a lot of money now to raise a          
child.  
 

2. 子どもはお金がかかるから～とい

うのは、現状貧乏で出すお金がな

いという人と、お金はあるけど子

どもには使う気がないという人が

いると思いますね。 
Thinking of the opinion "Because     
children cost money", is, according to      
my thinking, that some people are      
poor and don't have the money to pay        
out, and some people have money but       
they don't want to use it on children. 
 

3. 経済的にも精神的にも、子育ては

大きな負担を強いられます。 
Both financially and mentally,    
childcare is a big burden. 
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Financially very difficult 

 
 
 
 
No benefits of children  

 
4. 行きたい所があっても、子供が居

る為身動きが取れない…等、生活

に余裕が無い感じではあります。

 
Even if there is a place where you        
want to go, you can not go there        
because of the children, it seems like       
you can not afford to live. 
 

5. 昔から子供はいらないと決めてい
ました。理由は「子供を持つメ
リットがどうしてもわからない」
からでした。私は変でしょうか？
私は女性としての価値が無いこと
になるのでしょうか？ 
I never want children, I decided long       
time ago. My reason was, "I don't       
understand the benefits of having a      
child anyhow", am I strange? Do I not        
qualify as a woman? 
 

6. 子供は贅沢品だ。 
Children are luxury items. 

 
   

 

Key dimension 5. Arguments for having children  
 

 

Theme 5-1: Pronatalism  
 
Natural 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. 他の方もおっしゃっているよう

に、「本能」な部分が大半だか

ら。  
As other people have said, "Instinct"      
is the most important reason for      
having children.  
 

2. 女は子供を産んで一人前、母親な

ら我が子のために自分を犠牲にす
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Instinct  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Children are cute 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Passing on genes / survival 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The correct way of life 

るべきだ、子供は絶対的に可愛い

存在だーー。 
“A woman should have a baby and a        
mother should sacrifice herself for her      
child. There is no other way to be a         
woman. Don’t you see that children      
are absolutely cute?”  

 
3. 女性には母性があって当然のよう

に言う母親は多いです。 
There are many mothers who say that       
women all have maternal instinct and      
that it is natural. 
 

4. 基本動物は種の存続をめざし子供
を持ちます。 
Basically, animals have children for     
the survival of the species. 
 

5. 日本社会は、結婚するのが当たり
前。結婚したら子供を作るのが当
たり前。１人っ子だと可哀想だか
らもう一人産むのが当たり前。 
It is natural in Japanese society to get        
married. It is natural to make a child        
after getting married. It is natural to       
have another one because it is a pity if         
it is an only child. 
 

6. 子供要らないなんて非常識。 
It is insane to say that you don’t need         
a child.  

 
A real family 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Only a couple without child 

1. 育ててくれた両親や祖父母や、自
分を選んでくれた夫への感謝の気
持ちがあれば、その感謝の気持ち
を未来につなげたい気持ちになり
そうだと思います。 
If you feel grateful to your parents,       
your grandparents and your husband     
who chose you, I think you will want        
to connect that feeling of gratitude to       
the future by having children. 
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A child is a bond 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Couple can solve problems easier 

 
2. でも、正直言って『家族』という

感覚はありません。『夫と私』と
いう感じ。 
But, honestly, there is no feeling of       
"family". I’m feeling like "husband     
and me". 
 

3. 『家族』になるには鎹である子供
の存在が必要なんだろうな、と私
は思います。 
I think it would be necessary to have a         
child who is a bond, in order to        
become a "family". 
 

4. それ以外の原因から夫婦仲が険悪
になる時は来ますが、困った時
も。子供がいると夫婦で乗り越え
られたり頑張ろうって思えます。 
Other reasons may make marital     
relationship worse. However, if there     
are children, it seems that the couple       
can get over it and try their best.  

Theme 5-2: Benefits of having children
 

Contributing to society  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Duty 
 
 
 
 
 
Useful human being 
 

1. 出産育児もそうだと思います。出

産し一人前に育て社会の役に立つ

人間として社会に送り出せば、そ

れは社会貢献の一つになると思い

ます。 
If you give birth, raise it and introduce        
it in society as a useful human being,        
it will be a social contribution. If not,        
you are just useless to this country. Do        
you hate Japan? 
 

2. 現在、日本のこの幸せを継続維持

していくには、人口増加が望まし

いと、思っております。 
Currently, to maintain this happiness     
in Japan, I think population growth is       
desirable. 
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Prevent the declining birth rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do what’s best for everyone  

 

3. 成文化されていませんが、子供を
産むことは、義務だと解釈するし
かなく、義務を果たすべく、結婚
して子供を2人生みました。 
Even if It is not codified, but giving        
birth to a child can only be interpreted        
as a duty. Therefore, in order to fulfill        
my duty, I got married and gave birth        
to two children. 
 

4. でも、生まれて来たからには、社
会の役に立つ人間にしなくてはい
けないので、教育ママになりまし
た。 
But since my children were born, they       
have to be useful human beings in       
society. Therefore I became an     
education-minded mom. 
 

5. 結論は、早く子供は産んで、生産
的な人物になるように、育ててく
ださい。そうすれば、誰のために
もなるでしょう。 
My conclusion is that children should      
be born and brought up as productive       
people. It would be the best for       
everyone. 
 

6. 「これからは少子化防止のために
女は子供を二人以上産め。 
"Women should give birth to two or       
more children to prevent the declining      
birthrate".  

 
Old age uncertain 

 
 
 
 
 
Die before partner 
 

1. 私は一人っ子なので、本当に老後
が不安です。恐らく天涯孤独にな
るので、夫より絶対に早く死にた
いです。 
As I have no siblings, I am really        
anxious about my old age. I absolutely       
want to before my husband, as I will        
probably be lonely otherwise. 
 

2. 子供がいれば、老後が安心だろう
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Afraid to die alone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Children can take care of parents 

と思います。  
I think that if you have children, you        
can live without worrying when you      
are old. 
 

3. 子持ちの友人が子供や孫に囲まれ
ている中、天涯孤独で死んでいく
と思うと、それが不安です。 
It is uneasy to think that I will die         
alone while my friends are surrounded      
by children and grandchildren. 
 

4. 老後の不安はもちろんありました
が、最近法改正によって親族しか
できなかった事が条件付きで親族
以外でも行えるシステムができた
そうで、それが見守り家族制度だ
そうです。 
Of course, there might be a lot of        
worry when becoming older.    
However, I heard that the "Mimamori      
family system" was recently created     
by a legal amendment. It seems it is a         
system that has made it possible to get        
help from someone, even if you are       
not related. 
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